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[editorial
The concern of few for the rights of many, is the stuff of law and

morality. But what of justice? According to H.L.A. Hart, the claim

that is there is a necessary connexion between law & morality is

at variance with reason. Lex iniusta non est lex. To be just does

not always involve obedience to the law.

i nax xne law.snouia De open 10 mierpreiaiion Dy reason is un

deniable - in theory at least. However Marcuse and others have

argued that the politics of our culture is basically on conservative.

As Theodore Roszak puts it: 'the technocracy is not simply a

power structure wielding vast material influence; its the expres

sion of a grand cultural imperative, a veritable mystique that is

deeply endorsed by the populace.'

The 'law' (hereafter in parentheses to distinguish between Nat

ional Law and mutated law) has unfortunately in many parts be

come a totem; revered as a mystical self sustaining authority,

and those who sustain it, sycophants. Let me then make a clear

distinction between the way some in our society see the law and

justice in general. To protecfthewhole from the aggression and

avarice of a few, I see as just and it is this justice with which I am

concerned.

In the August 10 issue of the 'Advertiser', an editorial appeared

which attached articles published by the student press
- namely

National U and Woroni - concerning the Duncan 'death'. (If

Scotland Yard sees fit to call it a murder, well then ? ). This

editorial appears at a time when the S.A. Police Force Associa

tion is contemplating taking action against the student press.

It is interesting to note that the author of the editorial was

closely involved in researching some of the allegations made

against the Adelaide Vice-squad, if is the same man who now

wishes to re-secure his position by supporting a reactionary

policy which seems to be that the student allegations are 'gossip'
and 'inspired by malice'. So much for the courage of the pop

ular press!

AA/e are told that the S.A. police are bitter over the gossip. Also

?it is stated that 'homosexuals in S.A. are bitter at what. they'

claim (italics are mine) is a history of persecution against them
? by the police and by the'community in general'. Therefore it

seems we have two groups
- both minorities if you wish - who are

bitter and calling for justice. It is precisely the means by which

society (in this case, the press) and the 'law' has applied justice

that we see injustice in operation.

To return to the Advertiser editorial (or more correctly, report).
I do not want' to discuss why the statements made concerning
the validity and intent of the student press material are palpably
false. It is enough to say that this 'is the case. Rather I am more

concerned with its attack on student press and the character of

homosexuals.

The report pits the rights of the police against the rights of homo

sexuals. We are told that 'the police are easy targets for unfair

criticism' and unlike other government officers, cannot defend
'themselves in public. They may even have to suffer in silence the

innuendoes and rumours of a querying public.' Homosexuals, of

courseware open targets for all and sundry. They have: no legal

rights. They are outlaws from the State and their culture. They
1 can be abused, deprived of status, disenfranchised, physically

violated and sometimes even pushed into rivers to drown.

Where is the 'law' then? So much for. justice!

The words 'prejudice', 'unjust', 'inspired by malice' and

'unwarranted' appear in the report's tirade against the student

allegations. To allege that the only weapons used to attack the

police were that of malice and prejudice, is even more defama

tory than the way he sees'our so-called 'gossip'. Are we to
'

conclude that this journalist believes that the statements made

by the homosexuals in question -'-myself in particular
- are fab

ricated and inspired only by malice? Are we then to believe that

homosexuals are not to be trusted, are fourtlvgrade citizens, are

morally corrupt? So much for justice!

Tp quote '...the author of the innuendoes [??] has personal ly.ad-
mitted to me that' he has no information to justify them, and that

they are based on simple guesswork.' I deny ever having made
such a statement. So much for justice!

The 'law' in Australia at this time assures no' rights for homo
:

sexuals. They have no Association which can appeal to the law

for. reparations over loss of work, loss of citizen rights; poofter
bashing and loss of life! It is therefore to the credit of the

Students Associations concerned and the Nation Review that

they have provided the venue for homosexuals' plight., To discredit

student press is a great disservice to freedom of speech, to question
their motives, base and to malign their sources, prejudicial!

. It is election time and the word is out - 'law and order'. It is

-

T

this 'law' which recently busted the Aboriginal Embassy, armed
and propelled some of the worst cases of police brutality at the

following Sunday's demo since the Moratorium and Springbok
shame (and conveniently mopped up DRU supporters at the

same time). In the name of the 'law', injustices are committed

and as long as the debate on law, justice and private mbrality

vegetates, it will continue to do do. Those who have or prom

ulgated power must be accessible to public scrutiny and criti

^cism. That is only just! -

j

A Billy for ANU?
Last week, the Prime Minister,

Billy McMahon spoke at the

Twelfth World Rehabilitation

Congress for twenty minutes

and then sat down, forgetting

to declare it officially open. On

television, Billy could not rem

ember that World War two had

started in 1939. And in Parlia

ment xne plaintive cries ot nis

own ministers echoed down the

lobbies, 'what are we going to

do with the little bastard?'

Dr RM Williams (ANU Vice

Chancel lor elect) may not have

prayed for his election victory,

is not an Australian, and has a

grown-up family. In these he

differs from our prime minister,

yet the signs exhibited during a

four day visit to this campus last

week suggest that his forthcoming
association with the university is

likely to be as profitable to the

ANU as has been the leadership of

of McMahon to the Liberal Party.

Despite the very limited contact

so far afforded between Williams

and the Administration heavies,

the question that has tormented

the Liberals for eighteen months

is already being whispered around
the Chancelry hallways 'How in

the hell did we elect this guy?'

And how appropriate the question

is.

On his performance so far, those

who will personally pay the most

for the selection blunder have

classified him as 'downright em

barrassing'.

During his four day visit, Will

iams had no contact at all with

undergraduates, either official

or unofficial - despite strong
pleas from administration for

him to do so.

When questioned, as to whether

he would like to see copies of

past Woroni's, Williams replied
that he would sooner not, pref

erring to remain naively happy
in his blind detachment, rather

than attempting to understand

the organisation of which he is

to become chief bureaucrat.

These sentiments seem sympto

matic of his desire not to have

any contact whatsoever with

undergraduate students on an

informal basis, despite his ex

pressed intention to do so {Re
porter 26 May 1972, p.1.) This

r

type of action can do little but

confirm the image of Williams

as 'The Big White Bwana from

New Zealand with forked Tongue

Although the impressions of

Williams must be tentative at

this stage, the consensus is that

so far as students are concerned

he will be a disaster, challenging

Billy for the most unfortunate

mistake of the decade stakes.

And the responsibility for the

impending disaster must be

squarely placed on the shoulders
of the Selection Committee, and
each and every member of it.

It would seem that William's

narrow victory was based on a

strong Institute lobby - which
sees him as a puppet vice

chancellor seeking to re

establish the Institute as a

prestigious research body dis

tinct from, and favoured pver

and above the School of General

Studies. (This would indicate re

newed power to those in the .

university who have opposed Sir

John Crawford's well founded

attempts to reconcile the Ins

titute and the School ) .

Williams selection was strongly

opposed by some quarters in the

committee among them Students'

Association President Richard

Refshauge. Yet much as Ref

shauge must have known abbift

Williams, and the dire consequ

ences upon his selection, he re

fused to disclose any details,

thus forcing students to accept
without any chance of protest,

a new Vice-Chancellor who is al

ready seen as an embarrassment

to the ANU. By choosing to ig
nore a 1969 AN USA policy

motion (which directed student

representative to make it clear

to committees on which they sat

that
confidentiality of proceed

ings lay solely at their own dis

cretion), both Michael Wright

and Refshauge as his unthinking

successor, are guilty of neglect

ing the students they are supposed
to represent.

With the Chancellor (Dr H.C.

Coombs) passing off the ANU as

one of the greatest disasters of

postwar Australia, one can only
wonder as the the context of
this bar-side comment, and

whether or not he supported
the appointment of Williams

as Vice-Chancellor.

Dr Williams
Vice-Chancel lor elect

ANU

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT OF STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
FOR T973

Nominations are hereby called for the position of President
of the A.N.U. Students' Association for 1973.

Nominations which must be on the official forms available
from the S.R.C. Office will close at 5.00pm on Wednesday
13th September, 1972. Any member of the Students' Asso
ciation (i.e. any Undergraduate) is eligible for nominat
ion and must be nominated and seconded by members of the
Association. No candidate may nominate himself. Nominee,
nominator and seconder must all be financial members of the
Students' Association.

Voting will commence on Monday 25th September and will close
at 9.00pm on Friday 29th September. Voting will be at specified
locations around the campus, as displayed on notice boards.

Information regarding the position of President, and regarding
these elections may be obtained from the Returning Officers,
C/- S.R.C. Office.

The Electoral Regulations may be perused at the S.R.C. Office.

Llew Morris/John Grimau

Returning Officers.

letters

Sir,

My two friends (aged 26 and

1) and I have been living in a

truck. It has been an enlighten

ing experiment and a joy in

itself. We have parked for the

night in the countryside, the

suburbs and the city and met

many people under ideal condi
tinnc nf fruoHnm

Then I ventured to park over

night in the university. .There
are many lovely parking spots,

and our presence could not

possibly affect anyone. To most

of the university community, it

was just another parked car.

Except for those who knew and

loved us and would come and

share with us. And except for

some who decided that we shou

ld be forcibly ejected. No I don't

know who these people were,

because they did not come to

me; but there were a number

of them, there were 'numerous

complaints' to the administra

tion. Now I wonder just who

these people were. Why would

some of you want to abuse me

so? Are you christians? Are you

seekers of knowledge? Are you

perverts who do not know how

to relate, but enjoy calling on

the law to abuse people you

don't understand? Please write

back to this column. In the
meantime I have agreed not to

spend a night in the truck here.

If no one explains why I should

not, then I will come again and
live on this campus. I want to

know what makes you-and-me
tick.

Phil O'Carroll

Sir, I

I am rather surprised to find

correspondence between my

self and members of the Union I

House Committee appearing in

your 'Letters to the Editor'

column.

I don't particularly mind my

rather dated letter to the House

Committee being published,

although I would have liked to

have been consulted, or at least

notified. But I am concerned

that the letter must have rather

puzzled those of your readers

who have not seen the unpub
lished reports which had gone

to the House Committee, on

which the discussion was based.

In fact, out of context, the

letter hardly makes sense at all,

and its publication may hinder

general understanding of the

matters involved.

Nick Stokes

j
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AUS in financial trouble
Only through very rigid budget
ary management will the Aust

ralian Union of Students avoid a

deficit in 1972.

On the first day of the AUS

August Council the chairman of

the Finance Committee warned

that without severe cuts there

could be a deficit of some

$35,000. Fortunately this fear

was somewhat exaggerated, but

a reserve of only $5,000 can be

expected even with enormous

pruning of the budget for print

ing and stationary, telephone

calls and travel allowances.
However National U is the

only department to be axed com

pletely. Matt Peacock, the best

editor in years, resigned. Nat

ional U has run some $6,000
over the budget because of pro

blems with the printer
— Peacock

is in no way responsible
— and

more issues will only be printed
if no net cost is involved.

Moves by the University of

New England and the AUS

president Ken Newcombe, to

sack both vice presidents (And
rew Bain and Stuart Morris)

because of the financial situation

were soundly defeated. The

move against the general vice

president had some logic to
it,

but to get rid of the Education

portfolio would have left AUS

a totally pointless organisation.
It was clear that Newcombe was

primarily interested in a personal

vendetta against Bain, a former

ANU student.

Elections: ANU students John

Reid, Paul Fossand David Spratt

were elected joint National U

editors for 1973 in a three-way
battle. They won with 80 votes

out of a total of 1 00 votes.

Michael Wright won a trip

to represent AUS at an Asian

student's conference in Novem
ber. These two elections were

the only ones in which ANU

students participated.

Melbourne student Neil Mc

Lean was elected president

unopposed after Richard

Refshauge refused to stand des

pite a great deal of lobbying by
various constituents. There was

little doubt that Refshauge had

more influence at the AUS Cou

ncil than any other person

including all the national officers.

McLean is a very capable and

hardworking former Melbourne

SRC president and under his

presidency AUS can expect an

upturn. John van Dolfson of

Monash is education vice presi
dent elect after a close struggle

against two Sydney students

including Bruce O'Meagher 1

(standing for the third time).

Van Dolfson is somewhat of a

radical de-schooler who in the

past has shown some flair in or

ganising people to organise them

selves in education campaigns.
However none of the three can

didates were outstanding.
Andrew Bain withdrew from

the election after advice from

the ANU delegation — this inci

dent unfortunately brought

some unfair rumours of back

stabbing.

John Vines of Gippsland
CAE won the position of general
vice president for 1973.

Policy Changes: In an extra

ordinary situation ANU was able

to clarify AUS policy towards

university fees without any diss

ension. Podger moved a motion

calling on a scholarships-for--all

scheme with liberal- living allow

ances under a liberal means test.

Only one other constituent took

part in the debate by supporting
the ANU motion. The motion

was passed unanimously.
Thus ended over four years

of the old Tom Roper policy

of abolition of fees.

ANU was also successful in

calling on the education vice

president to prepare a submis

sion on the new A.C.T. Educa

tion Authority. The intention

was to make AUS work out

what their very theoretioal policy

on de-schooling means in prac

tice.

In other moves the position
of National Abschol Director

was abolished and Abschol be

came a branch of a new Race

Relations Department. A black'

field officer is to run Abschol in

a move to phase out a predomin
antly white-run welfare organisa
tion.

Similarly the PNG depart
ment is being phased out in the

hope that some form of PNG

Students' Union will come into

being in the near future.

A Planning Committee was

set up to report to February

Council on how AUS should be

restructured to be a viable' orga-

nisation. In its present form it is

clearly headed for disaster.

Aquarius and the Arts Festi

val exist but no-one is sure how

they survived. Both look like

financial calamities but no-one

was willing to take what appears

in reality to be the necessary step

of wiping them completely. Per

haps February Council will be

more practical.

Andrew Podger

Call for free university
;

Andrew Podger and Richard Ref

j
shauge have prepared a submiss

i ion to the Education Committee

of the University Council calling

j
on the University to supply

| scholarships for all students

| presently paying their own way.

| Previously the SRC has had a

| policy in favour of abolition of

| fees, but in this submission they

|
have instead said that fees should

| remain but students should not

| pay them.

| The reasons for this are: !

\ a) for the University it is a

cheaper proposal;

! b) a structure is maintained'

under the proposal which will

be convenient if and when liv

ing allowances are introduced;

c) the University will maintain a

non-earmarked income through

fees;

d) the University income is not

solely from the Commonwealth

Government while fees remain;

e) for the student this proposal
has the same effect as abolition

of fees.

The cost for the University is es

timated at $480,000, or 6.4% of

the expenditure on undergraduate

I

student education. Should the

University decide it cannot aff

ord this money, the submission

asks Council to at least accept
this system as its policy and to

I

pressure the Government to

provide the scholarships in the

near future.

A inajor part of the submission

is a rebuttal to the Brennan Re

port which called for a student

loens scheme. The SRC submis

sion states that its scholarship

schome would in.fact be the

most equitable loans scheme if

a reasonable progressive tax

scheme existed.

In an effort to show that stud

ents are not simply. calling for

more money for the Affluent,

the submission suggests that

degrees should not automatically

mean higher wages on employ
ment. Graduate allowances as

such should be abolished, the

report states.

The purpose of supplying scholar

ships for all students is to lessen

the present financial barrier to

university so that the least aff

luent may be given the opportu

nity for higher education.

STRIKE- Sept. 13
JOIN PROTEST STOPPAGE

ON SEPTEMBER, 13TH

A general strike and massive

protest meeting is being organi
sed by the Trades and Labour

Council of the A.C.T. on

September 12th against the six

months jail sentence imposed on

two Canberra Unionists Les

Skerry and Bob Thompson.
September 12th is the day

the appeal will be heard in the

A.C.T. Courts.

Les and Bob were part of a

group of workers who resisted

the use of scab labour during the

building strike last February.
The workers demands of 25

cents an hour increase were met

in full.

The confirming of the jail

sentence would pose a grave

threat to the Unions. Having
failed to win wage justice

through the Courts, Unions

must engage in direct action

to secure their just claims.

If direct action is carried out

while scab labour operates at

will, no improvement can be

gained.

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF

CANBERRA WORKERS WHO

WILL STOP WORK ON SEPT

EMBER 12TH TO PROTEST

AGAINST THE JAILINGS OF

TWO PRINCIPLED UNIONfSTS

Attend/the rally at the Court

at 1 0am and so assist to free

Les Skerry and Bob Thompson.

Bugged
For over a week now the academ

ic animals who inhabit Canberra's

official flora and fauna reserve

i.e. the staff club, have been

shocked, stunned and unable

to consume their smorgasbords
The reasons for this state are

two -fold:

a) they have lost their

appetites

b) (the reason and

justification for (a) their supplies

of food have not only been cut

off, but have been devoured by

the champing, snuffling, many

nationalitied jaws of a plague

of entomologists who descended

upon this sacred preserve.

Monday 21 September. Now I

am not a predjudiced person. I

live largely by a laissez-faire

principle But if the people I

meet won't laissez-faire me, I

tend to get a bit squiffy and hope

they choke on their next may

onnaise egg.

Any decent person would be

only too happy to grant my ab

.

ove wish; but not the entomol

ogists. Swarming by in their

blue serge exoskeletons, gog

gle eyed, with their fore limbs

waving excitedly pfaying

mantis fashion, they have not

only continued to live but have

nested in almost every corner of

the university, congregating in

tightly-knit, nodding groups

where they converse endlessly

about - SEX.

Overheard -

- 'I saw two montillia

grevillia today;, copulating!

I've only ever seen on.e before

and that was in Southern Calif

ornia'.
- 'Did you know that I fin

ally produced a wild-eyed, hairy,

super-female, virgin drosophila

[variety of fruit-fly] ?'

You may deduce from these

quotations that the habits of

the entomologists are voyeur

istic rather than participatory

not so! The american contin

gent has not only been seen

in the Union Bar wanting to

know 'where they could get

laid', but has also frightened the

life out of sensitive, mild. young

students, trying to fight their

way through university while

earning an extra crust taxi

driving, by piling into their

taxis, waving their fore-limbs,

and wanting to know where the

brothels are. [everyone of any

sense knows there are not

brbthels in Canberra because

we all do it for free] .

The above of course, is not an

exhaustive list of the entomol

ogical sins. They have dug their

burrows from the SGS Library

to Melville Hall, they have left

'small yellow signs (probably

droppings) all round the camp

us, and they don't even confine

themselves to homosexuality.

But don't despair; it was said

that a loud buzzing was heard
last Wednesday as the entire

flock rose into the sky and wing
ed its way to another champing
ground, leaving us once more

peaceful, prQtected and undis*

turbed.

Bobbie Gledhill \

?3,
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Abschol Land Justice Policy
Abschol Policy relating to Land

Justice:

32. That ABSCHOL believes

fundamentally that there should

be no land rights as such. Land

is inalienable from the people.

33. ABSCHOL believing that —

a) the Commonwealth has a clear

mandate to act for the advan

cement of Aboriginal and

Islander people?

b) Aboriginal and Islander groups

need land as an economic

base in order to overcome

material poverty and as a

significant social bond bec

ause of the reality of tribal

boundaries and Aboriginal
and Islander group identif ic.

ation with, and sense of

ownership of, the land which

they have traditionally occu

pied;

c) common justice, internation
al opinion and precedents and

the precedents in Canada,
New Zealand, U.S.A., and

the Territories of Papua and

New Guinea require the re

cognition of land rights;

Call upon the Commonwealth

Government to make legislative

i provision for —

a) the recognition of the right
! . of permanent tenure and

secure title for Aborigines
and Islanders over all land

throughout the Common
wealth which is at present
reserved for their use and

benefit;

b) the excision (with full com

pensation) from pastoral
leases and properties having

Aboriginal and Islander group*

living upon or in association

with them, of those areas

where traditional occupancy

according to tribal customs

can be established, provided
that the present leases may

be permitted to continue to

lease such land from the

Aborigines and Islanders as

the Aboriginal and Islanders

owners may find agreeable.

c) the development of mining
and other enterprises on all

Aboriginal and Islander lands

to be subject to the informed

consent of the Aboriginal and

Islander owners, and to such

reasonable conditions as they

may determine, royalties as

would normally stem from
such developments to go to

the Aboriginal and Islander

owners as a legally incorpora
ted body.

34. Where land rights are

granted adequate finance be all

ocated for the administration and

development of such lands and

that such expert consultants be

made available as the Aboriginal
and Islander owners wish.

35. ABSCHOL in view of the

great increase of mining activity

with its accompany financial

returns, believes that its potent
ial of community developments
and advancement is great. There

fore ABSCHOL believes:

a) That the Government should

ensure control by Aborigines
of mineral and oil rights for

any lands held as Aboriginal
reserves or such lands in fut

ure designated by govern

ments for the use of Aborigi
nals. Aboriginals to have pre

eminent rights over such

minerals and oils. That no

further rights or exploration
leases be granted to private

companies on such land except
with the consent of the Abo

riginal land holders.

b) That all royalities from all

contracts made with private

companies over mineral and

oil rights be handed over to
- Aboriginal peoples. That all

royalities from previously

granted leases at present paid
to the Government be trans

ferred to the Aboriginal

people.

c) That royalities and any con

tract monies be split in such a

way that a percentage should

go to the local Aboriginal

groups and a percentage to be

invested in the hands of the

Aboriginal Lands Trust for

the purpose of aiding

Aboriginals in general, (see

policy 37).

36. That ABSCHOL recomm

ends the establishment of a

Federal Islander and Aboriginal
Land Court, along the lines of

the Maori Land Court and the
U.S. Indian Land Claims Com

mision operating nationwide to

establish the following
—

a) group claims to land;

b) individual claims for member

ship of the claimant groups.

j

37. ABSCHOL consider that

in each state a land trust comp

osed of Aboriginal and Islander

members and elected by people
of Aboriginal descent, should be

established. That these trusts

take over the functions of

Government departments set up

specifically to deal with Abori

ginal and Islander alienated res

erves should be progressively

transferred to the trusts in order

to be leased or granted to Abo

rigines and Islanders according

to the principle of I. L.O. Con

vention 107. Articles 11-13.

38. ABSCHO L supports the

Gurindji and Wattle Creek in all

actions they may take to gain

their land rights and to establish

their own enterprises in their
.

own way with their own returns.

ABSCHOL therefore believes -

a) That the Federal Government

immediately give freehold

title to the 500 square miles

already claimed in the Wattle

Creek area by the Murramulla

-Gurindji Coy.

b) That the Federal Government

immediately make a non

repayable grant to the Murra

mulla Gurindji Coy to develop

the above land into an econo

mically viable unit.

c) That the Federal Government

and the Northern Territory

Administration immediately

incorporate Wattle Creek and

provide full community ser

vices including at least the

provision of a primary school,

adequate housing (including

that for pensioners), reticulat

ed water supply, medical and

sanitary facilities, electricity

and post office.

d)^ That all Government person

nel respect their tribal cus

toms including leadership

roles, that the Gurindji wish

to retain.

e) That ABSCHOL activity at

Wattle Creek emphasise com

munity development rather

than living piecemeal.

f) That ABSCHOL support be

channelled through the

Gurindji Groups.

39. ABSCHOL believes that

Ayers Rock and the surrounding
land should be returned to the

traditional owners and that the

Federal Government and the

Northern Territory Administra

tion provide them with assistance

to enable them to gain necessary

skills to manage the area the way

the traditional owners want to.

40. This conference fully rec

ognise and support the Aborigi
nal Embassy as the legitimate med

ia of protest and representative

of the general feeling of both

the black and white communities

as regards the fascist tactics and

racist oppression which has been

perpetrated against the black

people of Australia since 1778.

If you can't afford a real photo
grapher come to

/

PHOTOMAX

Center Cinema

WE'RE UNREAL

.486870

R & J GENGE PTY LTD

7 Lonsdale St. Braddon
497923
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The
Winner
on

Points ?
The government reacted to the

j

activities of the DRU's in the f

last registration period in a way
j

quite uncharacteristic of its j

previous policy, and this, to-
j

gether with Lyrich's too frequent
statements minimising the opp

osition to the N.S. Act would

indicate a government no longer

as complacently confident of a

mandate for its defence policies

as it has been in past years.

This July, for the first time in

Canberra, people have been

arrested and prosecuted for

handing out Don't Register

leaflets. During the first week

of the registration period, 22

people were arrested by the

Commonwealth Police for

'publishing a leaflet that
j

urges young men to disobey
the law'. Others who were

not arrested at the time, have

subsequently received summon

ses from the Commonwealth
j

Police. Many of those arrested
j

were students, academics, and
j

one was a leading trade union-
j

ist.

The trade unionist, Mr. Ray
O'Shannassay was fined'$40,

and on declaring he would not

pay the fine, he was whisked

straight to Goulburn where he

spent two nights before his fine

was paid anonymously. The

government showed a similar

'vlgorousness in the prosecu

tion of others. Mr. Paul Rigby
who was arrested twice in the

week was not allowed bail and

faced the prospect of a night

in the cells, accompanied with

threats of physical violence by
some of the more gentlemanly

constabulary before Mr. Brian

Morris managed to secure his

release by threatening a writ of

Habeas Corpus. Another case

was Mr Nick Richardson, who

no sooner than he had come

out of the Court for one charge
was re-arrested for another off

ence and escorted back to the

cells. Most of the charges have

yet to be resolved.

Another more unpleasant feature

in the Establishment's reaction

to anti-conscription activities,

was the bashings that some act

ivists received when they were

arrested for painting slogans on

post office walls. The overt

purpose of the police violence

was to elicit confessions from
j

some of them as to who their

accomplices were, but the

element of sheer sadism that

comes out in reports of the

incidents is unmistakeable.

One victim had a eardrum

burst, one had a broken nose.

Other suffered a variety of .

bruises.

The government's loss of con

fidence in its unpopular laws

has revealed in these incidents

and ugliness in their coercive

institutions, which, if suspected
in Canberra before had certainly

not been as clearly demonstrated.
It is yet another instance of the

way in which LAW artd JUSTICE

have become opposite terms in

many areas of Australian life.

Alan Gould
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Graduates- so what

'So what?' might very well

have been the unanimous verd

ict of newspaper and other re

porters who were assigned to

the conference 'Graduates

for what?' held at ANU in

August. Apart from a couple

of eye-catching but inaccurate

headlines over stories which re

vamped some of George Kidd's

more spectacular statements,

the conference was a news non

event. Since Careers Week at

Sydney University coincided

with the conference, George
Kidd was unable to elaborate

on his hard-hitting statements

about the poorly staffed, over

worked appointments services.

In his absence Jane Blaxland

won the popular vote for the

most lively and entertaining(an

adjective which seemed to up

set her) performance at the

opening plenary session.

The plenary sessions were as

limited in efficacy as one would

have expected: some penetrat

ing remarks were intermingled

with streams of vacuous comm

ents and remarks prompted by
minority interest.

Opening Dinner Bruce Hall

lubricated the initial progress of

the conference by means of a

superbly relaxed opening dinner.

Colin Plowman's determination

to avoid formality by doing aw

ay with an official table paid
immediate dividends when the

Minister for Education arose af

ter a couple of hours eating and

drinking, and delivered a remar

kable address. It could not have

been written during the previous
week, as it picked up so many

threads of conversation which

had originated at the dinner

table. More importantly, the

Minister praised a nationwide

survey of first destinations

which Keith Gravell (Melbourne

Appointments Board) and Steve

Rawling had conducted. Since

copies of the survey had reached

Canberra only on the opening day
of the conference, the Minister

could be credited with uncomm

on flexibility in being able to

comment intelligently on its con

tents. He also won a lot of friends

by promising financial support
for the continuation of the ven

ture.

Small Groups Having been ag

reeably surprised to find a poli

tician who seemed better than

the stereotype, participants pro

ceeded to discover that most of

their fellows had something un

expected to contribute to dis

cussion. A conference which

is composed of ten groups of a

dozen people who spend most

of their time closeted in a small

room can be a perfect venue for

confrontation. Moderators of

groups were carefully briefed

in the art of non-directive

refereeing, and the organisers
sat back to watch the sparks

fly. Student reps were set to

do battle with princes of indus

try and commerce (or in some

cases their representatives) and

academics were expected to

fight for pure research against

the vested interests of govern

ment and corporation men.

Incredibly, the most diverse ele

ments found more common

ground than anyone had ex

pected. Disagreements were ham

mered out into resolutions which

were nearly unanimous , and

compromise in its more servile

form was completely lacking.

In one group, an I llich deschool

ing thesis propounded by Ken

Newcombe was so avidly picked

up by academics, administrators!,

appointments people and an em

ployer that the students could

hardly maintain the pace. Ideas

for flexibility in moving in and

out of the workforce and tertiary

institutions led quickly to a blue

print for a credit book system
which would entitle everyone to

a certain amount of education

without limitations on whether

the credits were used. That was

probably the most starry-eyed

proposal. At the other extreme,
a group which was looking at

areas of employment where grad
uates are conspicuously absent

picked off a number of targets

like local government and small

businesses with a steady eye for

what was practical.

Why so much Harmony?
I believe that the absence of news

worthy battles stemmed from a

number of causes. The students,

who might have been expected
to contain some revolutionaries,

were controlled and rational in

their approach. They were also

a little dazed by the speed with

which some establishment rep

resentatives responded to their

ideals. I suppose that the non

students deserve some sort of

accolade. Reactionary conser

vatism had hardly a delegate at

the conference. The conference

went smoothly for another reas

on: it was well-timed. Problems

of graduate employment clearly

are not yet so grave in Australia

that the system needs to be

broken down and a new one

set up. So the conference took

place before massive unrest

took the initiative from the

planners. Planners? That was an

other factor in the feeling of

success which delegates came to

share. There has been an aston

ishing lack of co-ordinated plan

ning based on reliable informa

tion. We felt that it is not yet
too late to gather facts and fig

ures, to use them in a planned,
national report, and to raise the

Graduate Careers Council of Aust

ralia above its present level of act

ivity: provider of an annual careers

directory.
\

The Future The conference wont

produce results any more spectac

ular than its August sessions. A

complete volume of proceedings

will be about November. Then,
if momentum is sustained, reg

ional activity will be directed at

attacking problem areas as they
arise or threaten to arise. The

matching brief is undoubtedly
the major role which conference

participants will adopt. Only when

massive pressure on a national

level needs to be mounted to in

fluence government or employer
policies will a national conference

be called
. The initiative has been

left with regional groups and all

other bodies who share a common

special interest. That seems to be

a fair state of readiness. After all,

there is not a single problem of

employment for an indentikit

'average' Australian graduate.

Problems arise in various places

for various types of graduate.

The machinery for foreseeing

likely troublespots and coping
with them needs to be flexible,

local and specialist. It should

work fairly well if there is a

national body, free to gather
information and disseminate it.

I believe that the conference

has made possible both direct

regional activity and national

co-ordination.
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Pedder
Yes, believe it or not Pedder

lives on ...
it can still be saved,

even after the coming federal

election.

At present the Lake Pedder

Action Committees, of all states,

are aiming their fire towards

Canberra, and the coming elec

tion. While obviously we are

erf 1 1 I

olhi u ymy cvci yuiiuy )JUaai(Jle

with the Liberals (asking quest

ions, requesting aid, and an

environment impact assessment)
we are mainly aiming at Labor.

Despite GoughWhitlam's
Sunbury statement

-

'I agree
the Lake Pedder scheme is a

mistake . . .
but I'm not going

to act to stop its destruction',

there is a good chance that if

Labor win the coming election

they will act to save Pedder.

Their Environment spokesman,
Tom Uren is very keen to prove
that a Labor Government cares

about the environment . . .
and

when one considers the Tas
ALP one certainly wonders. At

least one fairly conservative Tas
Labor man, from Reece's electo

rate, tells us that Uren is likely

to get his way.
The situation now is that a

feasible Alternate Damming
Scheme exists, which can be im

plemented as late as December

or January. If it is implemented
Pedder will be saved

. . . employ
ment will be increased . . .

and

all would be well in the deep,

dark, now wet, south.

You can help . . . phone your

local MP, write to him, get your

friends to phone and write
. . .

and when LPAC have demonst

rations come along. Pedder lives

on . . . join the campaign now.

I
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ANU- Community or chaos
If one were asked to deter

mine the pervading theme behind

life at universities during the

latter half of the twentieth cen

tury, it would require little intell

ectual nuance to say alienation.

The end result of present day
educational techniques is a mass

'

production of empty jugs filled

, with facts and lacking enquiry or

critical expertise. Alienation man

ifests itself in the sense of power

lessness, the expectancy or pro
bability held by the individual

that his own behaviour cannot

determine the occurrence of the

outcomes, or reinforcements,
he seeks. At the university level,

this feeling
of powerlessness be

i comes evident in the student's

a

'

lack of motivation and inability
£ to adjust to the new situation.

His quest for course relevance,

% communication and life justifica
tion must be seen as a symptom

; of a societal malaise which, to a

\: greater or lesser degree, afflicts

every last one of us.

At ANU, the question of

t student adjustment is dependent

}';

on a number of factors, some

-

already discussed in the preced
4 . ing paragraph. Apart from these,

the high percentage of interstate

students (35%) and the number

% living in Colleges or Halls of
!- Residence (53%)* determines

much of the pattern of life at
1

ANU. Some of the problems
which many hall students have

r to face are summed up quite

clearly by one student from

Ursula College;
i4To a certain degree;

it is more

difficult for an interstate student

to adjust to uni and hall life than

for a local student. It is most

likely to be the case when it is

. the first time the student is away
from home. For a local student,

.it is much easier to adjust for he
V can go home whenever things

become too tough and when he

gets fed up with everybody. This

isn't so in the case of the inter

,
state student for he can get home

i only in vacation time. Problems

, generally
seem much more ser

- ious than they really are when

a student can't get home when

ever he would like. This in turn

effects his standard of work

which worries him thus forming
a vicious circle.'

Mr Desmond Judge of the

Uni Counselling Service, which

last year provided help for 600

-V students (14.5% of the total

undergrad population) does not

regard the new environment as

'?/. responsible for many students
'

. inability to cope. He said it was

i merely the last straw on the back

I
- of a camel whose primary load

i consisted of factors already well

£ developed long before entering

university. Authoritarianism in

both school and home has des
?

! troyed much of the student's

natural tendency toward enquiry
and the university situation, in

which the student is left more to

his own devices, becomes alien.

For the interstate student this

produces a far greater strain since

the normative home situation is

absent. Students in halls are

losing much of their integrity
because they rely too much on

services provided by the institu

tions.

One method of attacking the

current problem necessitates the
creation of a community within

the university, thus providing a

set of norms to which the stud

ent can relate. This idea implies
the set provision of a commun

ity lifestyle with which the stud

ent can identify and use as a

forum of discussion and as a

rationale for action.

Halls of Residence should

provide a place for the student to

live and mix and to this end they
have functioned reasonably well.

Student residences per se do not

largely contribute to the adjust
ment or maladjustment of the

inmates since people have at

least an equal, if not greater,

opportunity to form friendships
in the hall situation than out of

it. The major objection to hall

life is the unnecessary segregation

it brings out.

At the recent Union Board

elections only 700 people voted

despite fervent campaigns thfou

throughout the halls by candid
ates. Student Association meet

ings often have trouble
raising

a quorum (50 people) while half

of the student population is

within easy walking distance of

the Union. There are only small

attendances at most activities

held at the Union during the

evenings (dances, political
meet

ings, debates and poetry readings)
even though many hall students
have opportunity to attend. The
inclusion of bars within the halls

provides little motivation to

frequent the Union during the

evenings. In particular, due to

the small student population
(4200) the absence of slightly

over half of the student body at

times of maximum (social?) act

ivity (mainly lunch-break) is

sorely felt.

One solution for a more uni
fied university would require the
abolition of hall meals during the
middle of the day. Certainly hall

students are not required to eat

lunch at hall (cut lunches are

available), but no real motivation
to eat outside hall exists since

no refund for meals bought else
where is given. Hall lunches, in

any case, are the best meals
available during the day but why
these could not be served as a

replacement for the poorer qual
ity evening meal (plagued by the

creeping meatball syndrome),
thus leaving lunches as a Union

responsibility,
is a point for con

jecture. Obviously, under pres
ent arrangements, the Union
cannot cater for the increased

patronage but the situation will

change with the advent of the

new Union. A new lunch arrange

ment of this type seems crucial

for the development of an ANU

community. The congregation
of the majority of students about

the new centre could generate
its own activities (discussions,

meetings, debates, music, lec

tures, etc), amply justifying its

existence

With these ideas in mind, the

opinions of the various Masters

and Wardens were sought.
Burton Hall: Dr Gore — Only a

mino/ity of students (whether
from interstate or Canberra) find

adjustment to hall life difficult.

Most students, by the time they
enter uni, are capable of looking
after themselves. Students, if in

difficulties, can discuss their pro
blems with the warden or. sub

wardens; the onus of initiation

lies with the student. Hall life is

too convenient and fuller use of

the Union for meetings, indoor

sports and social activities would

be a good thing. The Union

should cater for all meals but its

facilities must improve before

this can happen.
Bruce Hall: Mr Packard — Only
students who had a strong dep
endence on the family found it

hard. to adjust to hall life. There
also seems to be an augmenta
tion of the extremes of the aca

demic spectrum (more of the very

bright
and the academically

inferior students due to the

ANU scholarship holders and

those students who were unable

to enter their local universities.)
This situation results in the stan

dard being set by the cleverer

students to the dismay of those
not so well endowed. Bruce
Hall's policy is to engage the
students in uni rather than hall

activities. A greater variety of

students use of the Union is ad
vocated. The general student

malaise of the 70s is an apprec
iable factor in the non-adjustment
of many students.

Burgmann College: Dr Griffin —

The general malaise and lack of

drive exists since many students

do not have a good reason for

being at uni. This may be a

fault of both society and the

university. Jobs are scarce and

a degree no longer holds the

guarantee it once did. Halls

without dining rooms should be

available but many students

would return to the type of life

presently enjoyed. College could

even be a place apart from the

university as a whole. Burgmann
seems to be successful at con

centrating residential activity

within itself.

Garran Hall: Dr Short. JCRC and
Sub-wardens — It is more diffi

cult for interstate students to

adjust to uni and hall life -

particularly in Canberra. Halls

do provide a place for students
to meet and discuss. The central

Union idea has not succeeded
at some of the newer unis in

England and we should investi

gate the matter more fully
before we try it here (to my
mind this is not a good argument
against attempting the experi
ment at ANU since it may well

work in this situation and the

management changes required
are minimal).
Ursula College: Sister Angela -

Only a small number of students

find adjustment such a problem
that they consult the College
tutors but a

larger number prob
ably have difficulties which they
are able to overcome without

requiring outside aid. Students

in the College will help each

other. Meals held within the col

lege help to create a community
atmosphere and are better for

forming friendships since the

groups are smaller and more in

timate.

John 23rd
College: Fr Hegerty

—

Many students do have difficult

ies in their personal life and with

their studies. Motivation is lack

ing and so is a sense of direction

due to the current practice of

questioning societal values. Tutors
and staff are always available for

help and discussion. The present
meal arrangements do enable

students to meet each other and

the academic staff. There is a

good community spirit within
the college.

Summarising, it seems that

the halls do provide at least some

of the elements required for

community living. This they can

continue to do since the evening
meals will still be available under

the proposed Union arrangements.

However, the provision of a

central Union would be an addi

tional expression of community
living and should be attempted.
A student questionnaire on this

subject will clarify whether a

trial period of Union lunches will

be successful.

In addition to the commun

ity centre described above, ANU

must provide a motivation for its

students which is completely
unrelated to the doubtful achie
vement of career-oriented grades
and degrees. Too many students

are using university as a refuge
from the world, marking time to

obtain a degree, the eventual

use of which being scarcely con

templated or Utopian. Their
reasons vary from the simple
utilitarian 'to get a job' to 'I

got a scholarship and thought I

might as well use it'. The first

reason had more justification
five years ago than it has now —

degrees are no longer firm gua
rantee of a job that they once

were. The second is inexcusable

since it forecloses the exclusion

of others whose higher motiva

tions would make fuller use of

the opportunity to further their

education. The second reason's

onty saving grace
is that some

times these students become
motivated during their stay
at the uni. It would, however,

be reasonable to say that many
students are not motivated be
cause they lack identification

with their prescribed course work.

Any course but the most erudite

should enable the student to

apply his knowledge to
specific

current problems. It would seem

that ANU is ideally situated for a

system of this type. Canberra is

an experimental city and should
be a leader in innovation subject
to opinion from an

intelligent
staff/student forum. Relevant

projects could include group
|

studies on aspects of housing
developments as part of the
coursework in sociology and

psychology. Monitoring of water

and air pollution could replace
the often boring routine analysis
sections of the chemistry course.

As part of a general community
and environment programme, the
current

practice
of recycling on

campus should be extended to

Canberra. No doubt one could
enumerate a number of other
such projects whereby the stud

ents can recognise a relevance in

his course and be able to involve

himself through a campus/city
interaction.

|

Student alienation is basically |
a conflict between student and

|
societal values and here the radi-

|
cal is often in a better position 1
than the average job-oriented |
student. The radical, at least,

|
rejects society's value system 1

and is motivated to work for a 1

societal change. The average 1

student, however, sees the ideals' fe

of his society attacked but does 1

not have .the radical's motivation 1
to change it. Often the result 1

is loss of motivation to aspire 1

towards a society so roundly |

condemned by many of his peers 1

and others of higher academic i

standing and leads to the forma-
|

tion of a general student malaise.
|

It is the university's duty to be 1

the innovator of social change 1

and to resolve the dichotomy of I

values. I

The success or failure of the
|

schemes broadly outlined above I

is wholly dependant on the
;

response of the student body.
A survey to plumb student opi- I

nion in these matters is required,
and criticism via the Woroni

\

forum is encouraged. The univer

isity and society in general must

be seen to be flexible and able

to adjust in order to accommo

date the individual members.

Society is only man's creation.

R. Effenberger and L.R. Smith.

Footnote
*

Only two Aust unis have high
er residential percentages. These
are UNE with 86% and Cook

(Townsville) with 74%. The

others vary from 0% at Newcastli

and Macquarie to 24.5% at U.

of Tasmania. The average for all

Aust. unis is 16%. About 80%
of the hall and college popula
tion (in tota) comes from inter
state or overseas.
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Padqham on the inside
For me the struggle against

conscription is both personal
and political.

I initially became involved in

the struggle against conscription
as a protest against the war in

Vietnam but now the fight agai

nst national service is much

more a fight against the condi

tions and attitudes of mind that

led to the Western and Australi

an interventionand genocide in

Vietnam.

Even if the US did withdraw

completely from Vietnam there

is good reason to think that it

would only be a matter of taking
one step back in order to defend

her and Western interest else

where in the Third World.

There would also remain the

male characteristic which ele

vates aggressiveness into such a

crowning virtue that soldiers

can commit genocide and be

proud of it — witness Lt.

Calley; 'So would remain

the bureaucratic and industrial

elites that can execute genocidal
and imperialist wars behind the

backs of the people — who are

powerless to exercise any say

over their own lives let alone

restrain the elite's decisions that

spell destruction to Vietnamese

lives. So would remain the rac

ism which permits white Western

populations to remain indiffer

ent to the exploitation, repress

ion or outright genocide of

coloured peoples. And so would

remain the bourgeois culture that

emphasises alienated consumpt

ion and competitiveness to the

expense of communal identifica

tion and co-operation with one's

fellow man'.

I believe that there is a deep
cultural and structural sickness

within our society, conscription
is part of the manifestation of

this sickness and should there

fore be opposed.

Conscription like slavery

psychologically emasculates

the human being and if allowed

to continue will create a society

dependent on and mindlessly

obedient to any ruling regime.

Conscription sees men as

means rather than as. ends in the

mselves, and subsequently denies

them their humanity.

Conscription forces us into

the armed services — it will teach

us discipline we are told. Volu

ntary and thoughtful discipline?

No — an involuntary, harmful

and mindless obedience to ord

ers.

We are also told that the

army will make men out of us

— humane, concerned, creative

human beings? I ask — not like

ly but rather chauvinistically

motivated automations whose

enemy or alleged enemy is al

ways dehumanized into boongs, ;

gooks or slant-eyes.
One of the best explanations

of my own anti-conscription

position is contained in a letter

written by a young American —

Richard Boardman in which he

wrote:

'The aspects of human exist

ence that make life meaningful
and fulfilling are psychological;
social and religious, and stem

from the nature of people's

relationships with each other.

Mere existence is empty and

barren, but human existence

gains meaning and value through
the development of loving hum

an relationships. Materi al things
have no intrinsic worth, they

bring no satisfaction except in

a social context. A rich man in

isolation is miserable, but a poor

man in love is filled with joy.

'These observations lead me

to conclude that the quality
of human relations is always
more important than the quan

tity of material things. And when

we must choose between persu

ing material things or human

relations we are wisest and happ
iest when we choose the latter .

This is also true in relation to

politics, economics and other

spheres of human activity. We

defeat ourselves when we place
a higher value on any of these

things than we do on loving

human relations. Thus, I have

come to believe that a person's
first commitment must be to

human values and not material

things. Armies, wars and violence

are the means of achieving mate

rial, not spiritual or human

ends, and must be rejected.

'The implications of this,

trend of thinking relate directly

to the problem of determining

what kinds of activities are in

the national interest'.

From this orientation, for

example, we see that it is not in

the national interest to place a

higher value on material things

than on human lives in order to

save dollars. It is not in the nat

ional interest to maintain 'the

balance of power' or to protect

the 'interests of the West' by
sacrificing the prior claim of hu

man values.

'It is the development of bet

ter human relationships and

social structures that is 'in the

national interest'. The good can

only be achieved by bringing

i

about conditions that will direc

tly develop and enhance a creat

ive human environment. I believe

wholeheartedly that the ends and

means are inseparable: that as

Ganellu said, 'the means is the

end in the making'. For this

reason violence can never be

successful in bringing about

peace: coercion and tyranny

will never work successfully in

the 'defence of freedom' and

any contribution that one may

make to supporting or coopera

ting with the system of organised
violence we call 'the military'

will be directly opposing the

human values, relationships and

social structures that people

hope to develop in the world.

The weapons that one must

use in the defence of freedom,

or with which to build a comm

ensurate with the ends that are

used to achieve. These are the

weapons of truth, love, of equa

lity, of understanding of commu

nity. They are used to create

rather than to destroy, to build

a world devoted to developing
the community of humanity
rather than defending the divi

sive and limited interests of this

or that individual, group or

nation.'

Liberty, morality and the

true dignity of people, consists

precisely in that they do good
not because they are ordered to

do it but because they conceive

it, want it and do it.

True freedom is man's free

dom to regain his humanity and ,

in this sense we who are gaoled

are so much freer than all those

who play their part
in our gaol

ings
— conscription is also repu

gnant to the spirit of democracy,

conscription is state slavery

where men are handed over to

the arbitrary and complete

dominion of the government. A

situation which also gives the

government the power to indoc

trinate politically as well as

socially. Conscription is involu

ntary servitude not for a crime, „
it subordinates the individual

to a group and is the antithesis

of self realisation.

In any equitable situation

the burden should be on the State

to show that a man against his

nature and against a civilised

standard of community life

should be forced to participate
in a war.

A voluntary system is at least

some check on the use to which

an army is put ...
if a war can

not be properly justified to the

people it may be difficult to

raise sufficient men to fight it.

Conscription however gives the

government a degree of indep
endence from the wishes of the

people.

Conscription cuts across the

elementary right of every person

to choose their own way of

disposing of their energies and

serving their fellows.

The Draft serves principally

as a tax or a device by which

compulsion is used to get young

men to serve at less than market

rates of pay. We shift the costs

of military service from the well

to do taxpayer to the balloted by
lottery 1 in 8 young men — not

ice also that not only are they 1

in 8, that they are only men, no

women, they are 20 year olds,

that deferments are given to

students while non-students are

immediately drafted and that

many are exempted who have

certain medical, physical or

mental conditions. The inequita
ble nature of the National Ser

vice Act would take me several

pages to elucidate but any per

son should realise them on a

close examination of the national

service scheme.

Note also how conscription
was introduced, and the cloud

of deceit used to circumvent the

Australian historical tradition of

opposing conscription.

Our government, a technolo

gically advanced one which has

helped wage massive war against

distant peasants for obscure

reasons and which imprisons
its own youth when they refuse

to be conscripted is in no posi

tion to talk about morality
—

it has abrogated all senses of the

word.

In Woroni last year I wrote

'on Friday the 29th of January
I was sentenced to 7 days hard

labour and fined $40 for failing

to enter into a recognisance to

attend a national service medi

cal. The probable rationale of

this sentence was to make me

mean enough to want to rape,

murder and destroy South East

Asians after mixing with our

very own rapists, murderers and

destroyers in Goulburn Gaol.

My feeling is however that the

real profiteers, the real destroy

ers are big business and the (con
servative). politicians. My acquai
ntances in Goulburn were much

more admirable men than these'.

Our government has shown

that it will unhesitatingly use

Australian conscripts to militar

ily supress Third World revolu

tions . . . revolutions that are

needed to rid it of despotism and

ensure social justice in the under

privileged world. Niugini, Malay
sia or anywhere where the reg

imes of ruling elites act in collu

sion with Western interest may

be the next battlefields for

Australian troops.

The risk of 18 months
gaol

is

but a small price to pay if it

denies the government the use

of our lives for sustaining its cruel

and exploitive counterrevolut

ionary policies.

I am well fed, come from a

good middle class background,
I'm at university . . . generally I

get more of the good things in

life than most YET I have a

deep feeling of sympathy for and

solidarity with those forces thro

ughout that are questioning a

situation where 6% of the world's

population controls 65% of the

world's wealth, a situation where

the world spends 25 times more

on armaments than it does on

foreign aid, a situation where
the gap between the per capita

incomes of rich nations and poor

countries is widening rather than

narrowing, a situation where

there are 100 million more illite

rates than there were 20 years

ago, a situation where unemplo
yment- is growing and finally a

situation where one third of the

world suffers from hunger and

nutritional deprivation.

Call me unpatriotic if you

like but my allegience lies with

the supressed, repressed and

exploited of this world. It lies

with the Vietnamese revolution,

with women, my sisters, fighting

for self-determination and self-- .

realisation, it lies with the

underprivileged, the coloured

people of this world, it has with

our own blacks, the koories in

their
struggle

for social justice,

my allegience lies with all those

who are socially, physically,

racially, economically or sexual

ly exploited.
For me resisting conscrip

tion is an act of solidarity with

and an expression of love for

these people. It is giving me the

chance to assert myself, to say

that I am human and that I will

not be dehumanised by denying

the humanity of others.
?

.

Going to gaol is telling the

State that I will do have nothing
to do with thejr military mad

ness — liberation is inevitable,

or as Phil Ochs puts it
—

'Call it peace or call it trea- ,

son, call it love or call it reason,

but I ain't marching anymore'.

fraternally

Steve Padgham
t

Composed and put together this

17th day of August, 1972 in the

Canberra Police Watch-House

Cells after being denied a chance

to express similar sentiments

earlier in the court which sent- .

enced me to 18 months gaol.
.

the emo

tional hangover of the 1916

conscription issue gives rise to
a number of misconceptions
assiduously cultivated by some

of the opponents of National
Service. An example is the
canard that the people voted

overwhelmingly against con

scription when in fact the maj
ority against conscription was

marginal.
It should be remembered

that the issues of 1916 and

1917 involved the conscription
of Australian men to fight in

what many genuinely believed

to be an imperialist war being

fought on the far side of the

globe and being in no way the

business of Australia. There
was also the influence of the
Irish question, which was to
the forefront at that time.

Lt. Gen. Sir Thomas Daly

The
truth is that the decision was

taken to introduce National
Scrvice because an army ade

quate to meet the needs of

Australian security could not

be raised by voluntary means.

This is still the case; there is

no question
of imperialist wars

or any other red herring.

Lt. Gen. Sir Thomas Daly

Rut by far the greater num

ber of the opponents of

National Servicc would argue
that any form of compulsion
was undemocratic. This, of

course, is a question of defini

tion of democracy.
The so-called 'people's dem

ocracics' for which many of

them have such a high regard .
have no such qualms about

compulsion. I would, however,

prefer to take as an example
the cradle of democracy, the

City States of Hellas where the

obligation to serve under arms

at need — and usually to fur

nish them as well — was an es

sential element in .a man's ?

standing as a free citizen and'

where it was not uncommon, s

as, for instance, in Athens, for

young men to be required to

establish their capacity to bear

arms as a condition of full citi

zenship.

Lt. Gen. Sir Thomas Daly
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Woroni: Dennis, you wrote

Homosexual: Oppression and

Liberation a year ago. Have you

undergone any major changes
in the way you see yourself
since that time.

Altman: I guess not because in

many ways what 's happened
since then is the development

of Gay Liberation in Australia:

in a sense a lot of the things I

went through in America are

happening again here.

There are a lot of things in

the book I would question now

obviously. I think that I have

changed the extent that I have

a pretty firm commitment to

staying and living in Australia

which I didn 't have at the time

of writing the book. And I am

no longer interested in making it

in the States in the way that 1

think I was then.

Woroni: Making it in what way?

Altman: Becoming well known

and all the rest of it in America.

The impact of writing the

book has put certain strains on

me which at times I find diffic

ult to cope with. At the moment

I have to spend a considerable '

amount of time just answering

people 's letters and often they
are letters I feel quite inadequate
to do anything about, eg.
one from a 60 year old man who

knew that he was homosexual

from the age of 15 and never

got off with anyone. This was the

first time ( that is the letter )

that he was able to tell anybody
he was homosexual. This sort of
thing has had an impact on the

way I live.

Overall I don 't think thqre
?

has been any basic ideological

change.

Woroni: You say that you were

concerned with making it in the

States. Are you now concerned

with making it in Australia

in the same sense.

Altman: No. I am rather concern

ed with the opposite in fact. Iam

worried that I am becoming
known as the public poofter and

that people think of me only in

those terms and forget that

there are other things that I

might be interested in doing.

? And I think that there is an

ambivalence between liking things

eg. going on TV on the one hand
and on the other hand that it is

bad for me and the movement

that I should always do so. So I

try to get other people to be
come more involved.

Woroni: Are you promiscuous?

Altman: Weill am!

Woroni: Does this cause you any
problems?

Altman: I think that this is one

of those great problems where

theory and practice don V meet.

In, theory I believe that mono

gamous sexual relations are very

constricting. In theory I believe

that just getting off with people
in some sort of beat-type situa
tion and not having any contact

with them other than the sexual

one, is not very satisfactory. In

practice you do more than that

and you get off with people who

you like and get involved with.

I have found that in my life

that it puis enormous strains on

one and it is terribly difficult to

escape from the restraints of a

couple-type relationship which
in theory I don 't like but in

practice I seem to be doing.

Woroni: Do you think that you
are moving away from a couple
type outldok?

Altman: I think that I have a

w

need for a couple-type relation

ship. I don 't believe any more

that I will meet someone that I

will spend the rest of my life

with because I think that this is

only possible in a static society;

and only possible if you are will

ing to admit that in your twenties

you have finished growing. But I

can 't really envisage breaking out

of a succession of couple-type
relationships. And within that

framework, I think that it is per

fectly possible to sleep around -

and to sometimes have casual

relationships with other people,

providing ? this is where the great

problem comes in - that they
don 't have any expectation that

it be anything other than a cas

ual affair.

Woroni: Aren't you really saying
then that the sole function of the

couple relationship
is a supportive

one and that within the frame

work of this relationship, you

skip from bed to bed without

the fear of other emotional

involvements.

Altman: Not really, because I

think you can have emotional

involvements with other people.
The couple relationship becomes

security to which you can go
back. While I think it is possible

to have an emotional involve

ment with a number of people,
it is impossible for me to have
it at the same intensity and

that when it comes to the

same intensity, it becomes

difficult to manage.
One could I suppose have em

otional relationships with people
at different levels of intensity at

any one time. But the problem
becomes one of reciprocity

?

what do you do when they put
demands on you greater than

the ones you put on them.

Woroni: Do you think that the

stereotype of the 'loved one' is

entirely culturally, defined

Altman: I'm not sure that that

is so. It remains to be proven.
It's a bit like saying that there

are no innate differences bet

ween what is masculine and what
is feminine. I think that all we

can say is that we now know that

cannot be proven. But I don 't

think it is proven that the oppo
site is true.

It is obvious that there is a

great degree of social teaching
that encourages us to seek couple
type relationships but I am not

persuaded that it is shown that

there is nothing other than

social conditioning.

Woroni: Do you agree then with

Marcuse that when the biological

changes he described occur, the
new consciousness or sensibility
will result in a radically changed
attitude to love and relationships?

Altman: Overall I think that this

is true. But Marcuse is terribly

vague about what this biological

change would be. All I'm saying'
is that I don 't know how far I
can get away from some need for
a couple relationship.

I know people in the States

that have tried to do this by
going into communes quite inten

tionally to break down couple

relationships. What happens in

communes is that they usually
lead to couples anyway resulting

in tremendous internal stress.

Well in this case you could say
that they can 't escape from soc

ial conditioning and doesn 't

really prove anything other than

it is difficult to break away. I am

saying more than that - 1 don 't

think we yet know whether it

will ever be possible to break

away from it.

I don 't want to sound like a

biological determinist but it

seems to me that one should bear
in mind that there might be some

biological urge to form couple

relationships. And that this

should be questioned and not

dismissed entirely.

Woroni: What do you understand

by romantic love?

Altman: I have fallen in love in

my life and whether this is a cul

tural condition or not, I think

tint it is something that I would
not want to lose. I'm not at all

persuaded by the arguments that

although in the primitive society
there is no evidence for romantic
love - certain 'primitive

'

societies
- they are the better off for it.

Obviously there is a lot of
shit connected with romantic
love such as possessiveness and

monogamy which I wouldn 't

endorse. However we are never

going to lose social condition

ing. Whatever changes we are

going to make, we are going to

make from the present position,

the human race is a species which

has developed a very considerable

degree of artificiality in the way
it lives. The society on a Pacific

Island is not part of our civilisa

tion and for us to change means

to progress from the point we

have now reached. We are not

clean slates and I don 't think

that we can ever return to that

state.

For this reason I can see love

as a thing being constantly alter

ed but I don 't see it as a thing
ever being discarded.

Woroni: I am very concerned
with my own romantic life -

it is something that causes me

great hardship ?

Altman: Of course but it is hard

to imagine our lives being any

better not being fucked up by
love.

Woroni: The thing that I am

increasingly learning to be is

emotionally independent and

not to take from people but

rather give to them. I want to

take on a number of people
emotionally - obviously this has

to be a limited number - but I

feel I must move towards this.

As long as one remains in the

classic couple relationship, one

feels inhibited and less able to

move towards others.

Altman: Well I agree with that
as an ideal to be aimed for but I
am not sure whether we can do
it as easily as you would make

out.

Woroni: I want to ask you about

sexuality vs. sex differences. It

seems to me that a grave problem
that faces the sexual liberation

movements is the sex difference.

Men just don't seem to be able

to
get on with women. Particul

arly in GL where there has been
a breakdown in communication
between lesbians and male homo

sexuals.

Altman: I'm not sure that that's

true. Certainly that is the des

cription of what has happened
in the US and as I understand it,

in Britain. What's happened in

Sydney - and of course America

will say that we are behind them

and have yet to experience it -

is that we have set up consc

iousness raising groups that in

clude both men and women. At

that level there does seem to be

communication.

There was a period a few
months ago when everybody
was saying that GL was going
to break up

- the men and wom

en were going to break apart.
That now seems to be no longer
an immediate problem.

However there are obviously
enormous difficulties. GL is a

movement that is bound together
by sexuality and this by defini
tion means that men and women

are not going to have very much

in common on that basis. The

question then becomes, can we

find another that is common in

our experience and oppression
that overcomes the fact that

sexuality doesn 't mind us. So far
it seems to have worked better

here than in the States and that is

partly because most of the
women coming into GL in

Australia have been in fact bi
sexual and have been prepared
to spend a great deal of effort

in educating and understanding
the men.

Woroni: Do you still believe

that we are innately bisexual?

Altman: Yes but in the sense

that we are born with the pot
ential to be sexually attracted to

all other human beings irrespec
tive of their sex. I don Y think
that I have ever expected this to

mean that in practice everybody
is going to be equally hetero
sexual and homosexual. But I do
believe that we are innately sex

ual and that the differentiation
between the object to which

you are attracted is something
that is developed and not some

thing with which you are born.

Woroni: Don't you think that it

is dangerous in GL to command

people to be bisexual rather than

just sexual?

Altman: I would agree with that.

I have never proposed that, con

trary to what a lot of people
have thought. I would say that

what we have to recognise is

homo-and heterosexual potential
That doesn 't mean that we have
to put it into effect. It does

mean that we have to recognise ;

that within us we have that possi

bility. This is something that
j

homosexuals can do more easily
\

than heterosexuals as after all, s

they are asked to recognise that

which is widely sanctioned and
jj

what is supposedly normal. The
j

real difficulty
- and this is where s

the doctrines of GL do become
\

improtant
-

is to convince hetero-
\

sexuals that they are not oppress- \

ing something outside of them-
\

selves, they are oppressing \

something within themselves.
f

Originally I thought the argu \

ment of bisexuality as being \

important as a way of combating
jj

oppression, for heterosexuals \

to admit to the ambivalence of \

their sexual feelings. This doesn 't

mean that they should run

straight out and screw a boy or

a girl or whatever. It does mean

that they have to change their

whole conception of what is

sexual and what is normal.

I do agree that making bi

sexuality the norm is dangerous
and saying that those who are

not behaviourally bisexual have

failed. But I am behaviourally
and historically bisexual

failed. Because I am behaviourally
and historically bisexual, I don 't

feel that I have to prove this by
going out and screwing a woman

but I have to recognise that when

I relate to women there is a

sexual element there because

there is a sexuql element I think

in all my relations with people.

Woroni: Now-vour concept of I

sexuality is becoming wider than J

its accepted sense ie genital/ 1

orgasmic. Do you want to
j

redefine sexuality?

Altman: Of course and under

stand the extent to which sexual

ity is present in all sorts of ,

apparently non-sexual relations.

Woroni: I'm not willing to say
1 am bisexual because I have no

desire to fuck a woman but I do
have physical relationships with

women eg. sleeping in the same

bed. Surely this is sex too!

Altman: It is. We ar6 in no con

flicts here. I just want to reiter

ate that the use of ones potential
to bisexual behaviour is an

effective weapon againsti smug
liberals who want to pity us

and to make them aware of their

own homosexual potential. For
some funny reason women

seem to find it easier than men.

Why this is so we don 't know. It

might be due to some sort of so

called conditioning or there may
be some innate differences.

Woroni: To change the subject.
How do you react to the idea

that it was your success in

Establishment terms ie. Time

Magazine, possessing the prestige
of being an academic etc, that

opened doors for you as a homo

sexual that wouldn't have been

opened otherwise in Australia.

Altman: Well, I think that that

is undoubtedly true. I think that

it is a very sad reflection on

Australia that the only reason

that I did Monday Conference

was because Time Magazine
reviewed my book. Actually the

book was not very successful in

America in sales terms - it's been

much more successful here. The

reason for this is that it got a big
media build up and it got this

because I was written up in Time..

We still have this colonial cringe

mentality that if someone has
made it in Time, that has some

how sanctified them and made

them respectable
This became perfectly ob

vious when the ABC banned the

TDT segment and I suspect
although the reason they gave is

that I was over-exposed - there

was probably some truth in that
.

- there is another reason ie. the other

people who appeared in that

segment were not respectable
and they didn '. t have some sort

of official position.

Woroni: Could you briefly des

cribe the content of-the TDT

programme? -

Altman: It was an attempt to

use the publication of my book

as a springboard to go on to a

much broader discussion of what

GL means. It included I under

stand film clips of GL activities

in America, an interview with
John Ware (founder of C.A.M.P. J

and interviews with other people
in GL which wet'e made at the

opening party for the book.

I think that the media react

ion here was terribly interesting.
As you know there were demon

strations following the banning
in Sydney and Melbourne. I v

think the sort of thing you are -

getting at was reflected in a

column in The Age in which one

very liberal - in his terms - journ
alist pontificated about how I
was a very serious and sober

spokesman for the movement

but my 'followers' - which is a

totally erroneous and misleading
term - were doing us all a disser
vice by having demonstrations.
That seems to be the sort of
mentality we're up against!

Woroni: Surely the response of
Owen Webster in his apologetic
article in the Nation Review
reflects how people react to yon
to your normalcy. You speak
well, you look almost like the

man who came to dinner ....

Altman: 0, Iam the man who
came to dinner. The day after

Monday Conference went to air

a woman who I had never even

met in my life, rang me up and
asked me to cdrne to dinner.

There is a real problem here.

Woroni: When you went on

Monday Conference, the setjup
could not have been any betfcpr

because the simpering fools you

had asking questions only served

to make you look as good as

possible under the circumstances.

Altman: Iam of course a respec
table person. I do after all have
an Establishment job and I am

prepared to some extent to play
the game. I don 't have any desire

eg. to go round in radical drag.

People that do this are doing
something terribly important

of course. How one breaks

through the media to present

non-respectable homesexuals, I

don 't know. It's difficult enough
when the Sydney Morning
Herald refuses even to review my

book. One despairs of every get
ting good media coverage. This

is where I am in a difficult
situation. At the moment I have

access to the media where most

GL people don 't. Now I think
that it is important to use that

,

to get coverage which wouldn 't

otherwise be possible. On the

other hand in the process of
doing this I become stranged

from people in GL.

Woroni: I suppose that it was

somewhat a quirk of history that

the release of your book, Mon

day Conference and the Duncan

inquest all occurred at the same

time and that the newspapers
were saturated with homosexual

ity in one form or another.

Altman: Well as far as the first
'

two are concerned, that was

intentionally planned. The Dun
can thing obviously wasn 't.

Various things had been

building up to this situation. I

don 't think that one should under

estimate how much C.A.M.P.
had done in the last two years
to begin to raise the issue and
also certain people in the ALP

eg. Bill Hay den who faced a lot

of trouble in his own state branch

by raising the issue.

Certainly the Duncan case has

had a tremendous impact in

forcing the papers to deal with

homosexuality. The problem
here is getting the stock liberal

response. After all, Duncan could

just as easily have been thrown

into the Thames as the Torrens.

Woroni: Do you have any inter
est in HLR in Australia?

Altman: Yes. Law reform is

terribly important for two

reasons. It is important sym

bolically in the sense that it

belongs to a mentality that
wants to prevent the govern
ment interfering in private mor

ality. Although the law against

homosexuality is rarely applied
and most arrests are made under

provisions that would still apply

unless the law here is very diff
erent to the one in the UK /'

still think that it is an important

principle
to fight for along with

censorship, abortion, marihuana

smoking laws, etc.

Secondly, it is a wedge one

can use to raise larger issues. If
we can move on, as Lex Watson
has argued in the latest issue of
CAMP INK, to getting law$
prohibiting to discrimination

against people based on their

sexual orientation; if we can get
to the situation which say exists

in HQlland where a government

ministry has taken up (he whole

issue of job discrimination or

New York city where the mayor
has instructed city agencies not

to sack people. because they are

gay; then I think we are reaching
areas where the law is very signi
ficant.

Obviously we are not going to

change social attitudes by simply
liberalising existing laws but these

are eventually, changed by politi
cal acts. It is a liberal delusion
to think that one changes attit
udes just by being nice to each
other. Social attitudes to homo

sexuals will be changed eg. when
sex education courses in schools
are modified . That will be an

enormous political battle. Getting
the anti-sodomy laws repealed
is nothing to getting a good sex

education course in a Queensland

country school.

Woroni: I don't know whether 1

absolutely agree with that.

Marcuse eg. seems to think that

significant political change will

only occur after
significant con

sciousness change or biological

change.

Altman: No that's not right.

Marcuse would agree with me.

When Charles Reich's book
'

came out 'The Greening of
America ', which is a book which

argues entirely for a revolution

ary consciousness, Marcuse wrote

an attack of it in the New York

Times, in which he pointed out

that there are in fact institutions

in society which do have power
and that if all the university

students in America wake up
one morning with a new con

sciousness that is not going to

affect the Pentagon and it is

not going to affect the people
who run General Motors. I sus

pect the same thing applies here.

At the moment the willing
ness of the average person in

Australia to accept homosexuality

is greater than the willingness of
institutions. Sir Warwick Fairfax
is not going to have his conscious

ness changed and yet Sir Warwick

Fairfax is single-handedly prev
enting any discussion of homo

sexuality in one of the three

largest newspaper chains in Aust-'
ralia. He has to be' combated
and he is not going to be combat
ed by a new consciousness -

confrontation is the only way. I
haven 't any scenario. I don 't

knew how you deal with this

situation but I don 't think that

Marcuse would agree a change

of consciousness by itself is

sufficient to bring about changes
in societies such as Australia.

This is basically the point he was

attacking Charles Reich about.

Woroni: Do you intend to rem

ain an academic or do you have

other kinds of
aspirations?

Altman: I don 't really see that

many alternatives are open to

me. Given that I intend to rem

ain in Australia, the field here is

fairly limited. There are certain

sorts of journalism I could go
into but they don 't really exist

in this country to any great
extent.

I rather like being at univers

ity
- Venjoy the contact with

students. I don 't think univers

ities are any more ivory towers

than magazines or public service

in Canberra. As long as I have

the freedom to do other things,
I enjoy being an academic - not
an academic in the competitive
sense ie. being a professor at the

age of 35 or indeed at the age of
55.

I rather like teaching, I find a

rather peculiar sense of commu

nity within my department. It is

a base that gives me a secure

income. I am not sufficiently a

radical to believe that there is

any virtue in being poor. Unless

anything else turns up, I suppose
I will stick to it.

It has been suggested to me

that I ought to try and get a

Labor seat - it would be an inter
esting test case to see whether
the ALP would endorse me for
a safe seat. However the thought
of all those dreadful branch

meetings and all the fools that
one would have to spend all ones

time talking to when one could
be doing other things like screw

ing, seems to me , at least in this

stage of my life, rather to mili
tate against it.

Woroni: I am aware of the inher

ant revolutionary aspects of
GL. Do you see GL becoming
involved.in some sort of Mari&st
revolution to destroy the capi-/
talist ethos? f

Altman: J think that there is a

connection. The way sexuality is

treated, in our society is undoubt- ?

edly functional to the capitalist
ethos. It is also terribly function
al to the socialist ethos, a s that

ethos exists in Russia, China and
Cuba - in fact it seems to be more

functional ie. sex is regarded as a

commodity. There exists the

myth that if your successful as a

capitalist, you will be successful

sexually and Playboy magazine
is the clearest expression of that
- so too are any of the women 's

magazines.
Now to the extent that GL as

well as WL is attacking this atti

tude . . . yes it is eroding some

of the bases upon which the /

capitalist system rests. I'm not

sure whether anybody has made
a real connection between the
two. There was a real problem in

the way in which a society such

as ours manages its resources.

That has nothing to do with the
'

critiques of GL or Marxism. This
is becoming the crucial central

question I think in society and
one that nobody can give any
good answers to and probably
why things are in such a mess.

0

Woroni: You said earlier on that

you are a little upset by people
thinking of you as the public

poofter. Do you want to move

away from being a spokesman
for the homosexual issue to being
say a doyen in other areas?

Altman: I wouldn 't like to be

thought of as a spokesman for

anything. GL is quite capable of
producing other spokespeople.
I have a particular interest in

America and I don 't think that

many people realise that my
book is a book about America as

well as being about homosexual

ity.

I teach American politics.
There is a possibility that I may
be writing a play which although .

deals mainly with GL, is moving
into a

different sort of field.
I think it is terribly import

ant to do many sorts of things.

Obviously being part of a GL

movement does change ones per

spective ie. I think that it will

always affect the way in which

I approach anything else. At the
same time it is not my total life.

There are other issues in

Australia and although Iam not

as personally involved as I am

in GL, are just as important and

worth fighting for eg. racism.

What I want to say is that in

five years time I will be doing
something that I now have no

ability to predict.

9
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I RADIO AN'J

I Administration Committee Appointments

At its meeting in December 1971 Council approved the

setting-up of a Campus Radio Station Committee and charged
?it with the

responsibility for general oversight and management
of the ANU Radio Station. At about the same time, and with

the authority of Council, the Registrar made application to the

PMG authorities for a licence to broadcast.

The licence has now been granted and work that is about to

commence will convert part of the Kingsley Street Hall into a

studio and workshop.
For the day-to- da y running of the station an Administration
Committee will be established. This Committee will comprise
1. Director of Student Broadcasting
2. Station Manager of Radio ANU

3. Assistant Station Manager
'

4.. Programme Manager
5. Announce Co-ordinator

6. Business Manager
7. Chief Technician

Students interested in participating in an interim committee
are invited to write giving relevant details to the Academic

Registrar by 18 September 1972. Information about the

duties of the Committee members is available from members of

the ANU Radio Club and from Dr Brian England extension
2225. A meeting of the Radio Club will be held on 13 Septem
ber in the Union Building.

Appointments to positions 2 to 7 will be made after considering
the recommendations of the Radio Club; an appointment to the

position of Director Of Student Broadcasting will be made after

considering the recommendation of the SRC. Students interested

in this position are invited to contact the President of the

Students' Association.

C.G. PLOWMAN

Academic Registrar

UNDERGRADUATES I

PROFESSIONAL TRAINEESHIPS

N.S.W. PUBLIC SERVICE

The New South Wales Public Service offers you the

chance to complete your tertiary studies by qualifying
for free professional training followed by interesting
and satisfying career employment upon graduation.

UNIVERSITY ETC TRAINEESHIPS AVAILABLE

IN 1973.

Actuarial Studies

Agricultural Colleges

Agricultural Economics

Applied Science ;(Psych-,

ology) (Part time).

Architecture

Commerce (Auditing)
(part time)

Dentistry

Engineering (Agric

ultural)

Engineering (Civil)

Librarianship (Under

graduate and Post Grad

uate)

Occupational Therapy
Physiotherapy

Psychology
Psychology (Guidance)

(Part time)

Science (Forestry)
Social Work

Speech Therapy
Surveying

Veterinary Science

\

Appointments are competitive.

University etc. fees and an incidental expense allow
ance are paid.

Living allowance paid while attending University etc.

Full salaries paid during University or College vac

ation periods whilst undertaking practical work.

Permanent appointment on graduation with super
annuation.

Four weeks recreation leave annually.
Excellent sick and extended leave benefits.

HOW TO APPLY?

Application forms are available from University

Appointments Boards or underline the trainee

ship in which you are interested, complete the

coupon below and post both to the Secretary,

Public Service Board, Box 2, G. P.O. . Sydney,

20&1, by no later than 20th October, 1972.

NAME
?

ADDRESS ? ?

? PostCode ?

72/2429

y o.

A.N.U. THEATRE GROUP & AUSTRALIAN THEATRE WORKSHOP

PRESENT

A SHATTERING DOUBLE BILL PRODUCTION OF

WAITING FOR LEFTY — Winner of Regional Award, Wagga. A hard-hitting

piece of social realism on trade unions as seen by their members. Set in

Sydney in the 1930's. A different attitude to the presentation of strike

action.

STRIPTEASE — Winner 1st Prize, Wagga. Written by Polish playwright
Stanisowir Mrojek; a touch of black theatre about two characters who

lose it all: *T ell me you're free to do it and I'll suggest maybe its too late!

On at Childers St Hall, Saturday 9th and Sunday 10th September, 8.00pm.
Admission: 60c students; $1 .20 others.

Medieval morality
Just to prove that nothing is

really new — least of all the

experimental theatre of the

twentieth century, Australian
Theatre Workshop will present

an open-air production of the

medieval-morality play CASTLE

OF PERSEVERANCE in

October.

The Castle was written about

the year 1 430 and is one of the

few medieval plays designed for

performance in the round.

Actually, it is a combination of
theatre in the round and

round in the theatre if

you know what I mean. The

Castle, stronghold of the moral

virtues, it surrounded by an

audience which, in turn, is flank

ed at north, south, east and west

by the scaffolds of Belial, Flesh

World and God. A smaller sea''

old, belonging to Sir Covetous

ness, is situated at the south-west
of the circle.

The story of the Castle is sim

ilar to that of other moralities.

Mankind thrown into the cosmic

circle, naked and accompanied
by a good and bad angel. He is

torn between the very tempting

overtures of the world, flesh, I

and the more stringent but equ- §

ally attractive demands of the

Castle's moral virtues.

The directors of the Canberra

production have designed it to

closely resemble medieval thea

tre. It would be tempting to

turn the vices our in 1930s gang

ster drag, for instance, but a

great deal of the impact would

then be lost. The aim of the

medieval performance was to

induce in the audience the same

dilemna as mankind experience- \

e,d when faced by equally attra

ctive vices and virtues.

The Castle will be performed
on the Asian studies side of the

\

willows flanking the General
]

Studies Library. The set has been I

designed by a final-year Archi-
j

tecture student at Sydney Uni-
j

versity who recently designed
j

the set for Phillipa Cullins
j

electronic and modern dance I

production at Sydney Uni. In

fact, movement will be an essen- i

tial part of the Castle production
\

and N.U.D.E. (National Univer

sity Dance Ensemble) is providing I

a team of dancers together with \

the teacher Linda Tenenbaum.

And as a medieval play is never
j

really complete without medie

val music, ANU Chamber Music
'

Society will provide a group of

players and singers.

Performance dates are Octo

ber 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 13.

Hot mulled wine will be served
I

before each performance.

Opera in 3-D
When Donald Holtier's produc
tion of Handel's entertainment

Acis and Galatea is staged by

The Opera Group at the Playhouse
on 14, 15, 16 September, those

theatregoers who find Handel's

music unexciting will have other

xnings to occupy ineir duenuun .

The show which Handel describ

ed variously as a masque, a

serenata, and a pastoral will

never before have had a produc
tion like this one.

The lighting facilities of the

Playhouse, the visual sophistica

tion of post-'Hair' audiences,

and Hollier's fertile imagination

have combined to provide an

opportunity for a theatrical

knock-out. The story, from

Ovid's Metamorphoses, concerns

the rape of a nymph and the

murder of her shepherd lover by
a randy cyclops called Poly
pheme. The lady, at the urging

of the chorus, turns her dead
lover into a fountain, which

magic act is of course a metamo

rphosis.

The Opera Group (a de facto

finishing school for superannua

ted members of the ANU choral

society) will use three dimen

sions of reality to tell the tale.

First, and closest to the audience

are the narrator, a pair of danc

ers and a small orchestra. These

are all people of Handel's time

and are all in period dress, in

cluding wigs. Dress is hardly an

appropriate word to use in con

nection with the photographic
models who portray the lovers

and the cyclops on the scrim.

They do their authentic classical

thing in the glades behind

Uriarra forest with the most

telling artistic effect.

The third dimension is almost

surrealistic, as the solo singers
and chorus work behind the

scrim (a see-through screen)

dressed in bright mod colours
in irridescent plastic.

The Opera Group's imagina
tive use of the facilities of the

Playhouse will result in a kind

of theatre not seen before in

Canberra, and perhaps not exac

tly duplicated anywhere. Stud

ent concessions are $1 .50: full

price $2.90, and groups of ten

$2.50 each at the Canberra

Theatre.
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Allmort homosexual oppression qik! liberation
The stigma against homo

sexuality is one of the last

strongholds of the sexual

repression that the sin-
*

cult of Christianity has

inflicted upon our society.

The denial of any bodily

communication that cannot

be called procreation and

the sense of fear and

guilt which has perverted

and inhibited natural

spontaneous physical

expression has been one

of the most harmful

features of civilization.

Dennis Altman approaches the

subject of homsexuality both

from his own experience and

from an intellectually analy
tical viewpoint. Thus his book

is extremely rational and also

passionate assertion of the

homosexual's right to choose

his sexual lifestyle in freedom

from the stigmas and oppres

sion which he faces in this

society. The theme of the
book is homosexuality in

relation to society and social

systems, and the homosexual's

identity and present position
as a member of a minority
and analysis of the gay lib

movement, with its effects and

its relationship with other lib

eration movements particularly

women and blacks.

Altman does not directly ex

amine psychological bases

for the difference in sexual

preferences
-

although he

argues against theories of

arrested development mental

illness or genetic deviance.

But 'the question of the

genesis of homosexuality

ceases to be of great concern

once one is prepared to acc

ept homosexuality as neither

a sin nor a pathology but as

a fundamental and completely

ordinary way of being a human

being'.

He looks forward to a society

where
'

'Homosexual' should

be used only as an adjective

to describe a sexual action

rather than as a noun to des

cribe a recognized type, for

we are all
... basically bisexual'.

Thus he seeks homosexual lib

eration in the context of hum

an liberation, liberation from

sex roles and other social roles,

acceptance of minorities, in

short 'the creation of a new

human for whom such distin

ctions no longer are necess

ary for the establishment of

identity. The creation of this

new human demands the ac

ceptance of new definitions

of man-and woman-hood

such as are being urged by
gay and women's liberation.'

Whether we are optimistic

enough to believe this crea

tion can be achieved comp

letely we are surely idealis

tic enough to believe in homo

sexuals' right to complete

acceptance in every respect.

In the search for rehuman

ization of relationships and

the freedom to love whom

we please unrestricted by
pressures to form the

standard nuclear family,
Altman's book will hope
fully do as much for gay

liberation as 'The Female

Eunuch' has done for

women.

Julia Perry.

There have always been homo

sexuals, that
is, people who

have possessed the capacity
of loving members of their

own sex. Different societies

have had different ways

of dealing with this mode of

experience, some of them even

refusing or failing to see much

distinction between whether

one's beloved had a dick or a

cunt. Our society doesn't h'ke

em!!

Through the discussion which

Womens Lib had brought about

and through the changing view
of the relation of human beings
to each Other and to the exter

nal environment, there has been

a growing awareness of the strict

structures that our society im

poses on our desires for self

expression and communication.

The strait-jacket effect of sex

roles has been well-documented

and the so-called basic unit of
our society, the nuclear family,
has been tried and found severe

ly wanting. If we all bear scars

of our up-bringing (why do we

have to be brought up? and why
up? are there some people who

dare to claim that they are high
er than children?) some social

forms leave more scars behind

than others. Jules Henry's

Culture Against Man, published
several years ago, argues well

that the advanced Western aff

luent etc etc societies are anti

human, that the things we con

sider good, like love and co

operation and openness and

lack-of-fear and joy and play
fulness - that these things are

firmly forced out of a child in

the socialization process that we

call growing up, and that people
are so much unhappier for that

loss.

Dennis Altman's 'Homosexuality'

Oppression and Liberation' starts

out from Freud's concept of the

child's polymorphous perverse

sexuality, that
is,

the child ex

eriences himself and his world

(in fact the child doesn't separ

ate them as adults later teach

them to: is this a wider cultural

source of schizophrenia and the

tension that racks whiteman?

Has this separation been a psy

chological foundation of our

environment crisis; that is, man

against-his-world, not part-of

or together-with?) in an erotic

way, in a carefree polysexual

way: the child discovers that his

body feels good, and likes it.

(of course, the Judaeo-Christian

ethos tells him that its a bad

feeling and that he should feel

guilt.)

Altman parts company with

Freud over Freud's explanation

of homosexuality, that it is

caused by people getting stuck

at an arrested stage of sexual

development, the anal stage.

(Freud somehow thought that

all homosexuals do is put things

up their asses.) The stage which

according to Freud, should norm

ally follow the anal stage is the

location of the erotic zones of

experience, especially in the

genital zone. Altman, along with

Marcuse and Norman 0. Brown,
sees the social process of the def

ining and narrowing down of the

erotic potential of people as a

Nasty. The allied idea of post

poned gratification can be seen

(if Freud's idea of libidinal en

ergy as the prime energy source)

as the basic fact of our civilisation

.

Both Marcuse and Brown (and

here Altman) ask themselves

whether it is worthwhile, whether

the sublimated sexuality which
has built our repressed and rep

tessive civilisation is a person

centred -thing. Marcuse gives a

qualified NO, and then (in his

preface to Eros and Civilisation)

changes his mind. Brown, more

apocalyptic (Altman says Utopi
an) says unreservedly NO, and

changes his mind. Brown, more

apocalyptic (Altman says Utopi
an) says unreservedly NO, and

thereby opts out of an.y solution

type discussion of social forms

(except, perhaps, in very symbol
ic Freudian terms, in Love's

body). Altman can't go so far.

He maintains some need for

postponed gratification (we can't

can't just fuck and love each

other all the time! !), yet he sees

the possibilty of a human tech

nology which could make the

postponment more palatable.

Genital sexuality, Marcuse arg

ues, is the only expression of

Eros that advanced industrial

societies can handle: it's market

able and saleable and manipulate
and postponable and (we're told)

easily satisfied: it's the new per

missiveness wow! (The trouble

with any permissiveness, of

course, that there is Someone

Out There who is doing the perm

itting.) The Playboy Ethos is,
des

pite its veneer of liberation, a

clear example of this twodimen

sional sexuality. It was Gore

Vidal (remember Myron and

Myra Breckenbridge?) who so

far has best depicted the extent

to which Amerika defined male

and female, by whether or no

there was something between

the legs.

And this is what makes Altman's

book an important departure from

what's been written about homo

sexuality before. Instead of adop
ting a 'nigger-justify-your black

ness' attitude, Altman starts right

out saying that he's a homosex

ual and that his experience of

people is only different from

(not better, not worse than) that

of other people's. And he goes

further than that. Through a

radical (if not altogether orig

inal, except in its application
and context) examination of the

nature of our society and espec

iallyits sexual attitudes, Altman

externalises again that oppress

ion that homosexuals (as most

indentifiable and threatening

minorities) internalise in our

society, and which many com

mentators, even 'value-free'

scientists, identify with the '

condition of being-homosexual.
Not only are homosexuals op

pressed , but also your down

to-earth,beaudy-mate, too

right, sheilathatbangslikea
shit-house-door-in-a-gale,

poofter-bashing, brawny
bronzed-Anzac-Aussie-type
bloke and his beaut little bird,

right on, mate! And from there

Altman goes to his conclusion

(via a sensitive and revealing

tour of the gay world, a short

history of gay lib and a gay per

spective on the counter culture

and consciousness III) entitled,

'The End of the Homosexual?'

Here he looks forward to the

time when the categories of

hetero and homosexual will

have no meaning, to the

'creation of a new human for

whom such distinctions are no

longer necessary.'

It somehows ties in with the

realisation that everthing is

really together and balanced

(Yin/Yang and all that) and.that

the erection of boundaries may

not be the simple good we have

been taught it is. Norman 0.

Brown, Allan Watts and R.D.

Laing all spend much of their

writings trying to convey this

simple point, one which the

mystics perceived long ago.

Altman himself writes of break

ing down the barriers between

art and life, that
is,

of the poss

ibility of
eroticizing everyday

living. If
categorization and org

anisation of experience is neces-
1

sary, 't should be rather with an

erotic sense of enjoyment rather

than with a sense of accumula
tion.

The corus from Marat Sade is

slightly changed by Altman from

What's the point of a revolution /
Without general copulation?\o
What's the possibility ?

He's demanding (quite sensitive

ly and eloquently, too) nothing
less than a revolution of sensibility

i and sexual activity. Why should

half of the human race refuse

to have anything to do in a sex

ual way with the other half?

perhaps that is an in/out group
situation that just wont work

any more.

If you're not sure what a homo

sexual is, or if you've got a bit

of a hang-up yourself, you

could do no better than reading
Altman's book(apart, that is,

from going to bed with someone!)

Paul Paech

.

//'

I think that on the whole it is

not wise policy to write a rev

iew of the literary efforts of

one's friends. It is difficult

enough trying to satisfy on

the one hand the inner gnaw

ing hunger of a REALLITER—

ARYTALENT and on the

other hand the mindless Edna

Everidge's of this world, with

out having to face a pair of

suffering eyes over a ginand
topic.

Besides being 'in bad taste',

one is either forced to lie like

hell or be dreadfully, dreadfully

honest. In ordinary cases
-

let's

face it
- you can vacillate between

waddings of damning praise and

academic waffle. But what do

you do when the fucking thing
is GOOD!! There is no solution,

none whatsoever.

If you praise it to the skies, ev

erybody's sure to titter behind

their fans and if you choose to

recourse to calumny for the

sake of critical effect - after

all we do know that a bad rev

iew is so much more journalis

tic than a good one - one loses

what little self-respect one has.

Need I say it is absolutely fatal

to write what one actually

thought about anything
- hones

ty never becomes anybody,
least of all critics.

Besides presenting what I think
is a sensitive and well-prepared
review by Paul Paech, I can only
add that this book is truly his

toric.... IF ONLY I'D WRITTEN

IT.... IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN

ME!!

P. Stuart Foss
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A student
reply
to Lycos

Recently, academics in this

university have come forth with
their ideas on, and criticisms of,

education in general, and the

educational system as it is in the

schools and universities, vis-a-vis

the individual. The students them

selves nave oeen conspicuously
'absent from this discussion.

It seems that some academics,
whatever that may mean, are

themselves facing' a personal
'crisis of

legitimacy', Mr K. Lycos
in particular. They feel that they,
as propagators of education, and
thus the system, are

acting in

ways that seem to them some

times irrelevant, most of the time

Oppressive, and wholly in contra-.,

diction to what they believe

learning and education should

be about.
This questioning and frustrat

ed feeling is as great, if not

greater, among the students. The

problem is that the students are

not as usefully articulate in this

area as they could be. By use

fully, I mean that ability of the

student population to construct

ively criticise, and set up bodies

and outlets, for what they see

to be the evils of the educational

system. It is, more than likely,
a result of this system, that we

are not. so articulate. .

The students have, I think,

been directing their criticisms

in the wrong direction. It is not

the teachers and academics, as

has been recently shown, that

are the institutionalising and de

humanising force. The students
must see that the teachers and
academics are on the same side

of the conflice as the students,
while the impalpable and insid
ious educational system is on the

other side. Yet if the students

are in opposition to the system it

is still true that they are just as

much a product of that system
as the academics, the bureaucrats
and the politicians.

/ It becomes obvious then that

this system or establishment is

not the Minister for Education .

and Science, or the bureaucrats,
or the administration, or the

teachers. It is everybody; right
down to the first year student,
and the child in kindergarten.
As Mr O'Carroll implies in his

article in the ANU Reporter of

1 1th August, 1972, this educa

tional system is part of society

and therefore essentially human.

Thus it is wrong to shift the res

ponsibility of an oppressive and

faulty educational syst.em on to

any single person or cause, be

cause the faults lie in ourselves.

And if the faults lie in ourselves

then the constructive moves to

eradicate these faults, as far as -

is
possible within the human

frame or reference, must come

from ourselves. Quite simply
then, I am advocating action,

ie. within the university, by an

alliance of the teachers and the

students towards these ends.

It is true however, that the

teachers, numerically inferior,

have the preponderance of

institutionalised power in this

proposed alliance. This does not

mean however, that because the

students lack formal avenues of

power that enable them to inst

itute new ideas and changes in

the curricula and general struct

uring of the courses that they are

taking, that they are powerless.
The resources of rational mass

action ,
used so often for

politic
al purposes, but seldom if ever,

for educational reformative ones,

are there to be used.

What then, are these evils of
the educational system as it is,

that are felt to be in need of

drastic change? At the risk of

being accused of 'copping out'

I will say that these evils have
been effectively and damningly
elucidated from the academic's

point of view by Mr 0 'Carroll

in the ANU Reporter and by Mr

Lycos in the ANU News of July
1972, and all I attempt to do is

give a student's point of view and

emotions of. what we feel to be

the 'evils', letting that word go
undefined, of the educational

process.

Firstly, the teacher-student

relationship. The essential feat
ure of this relationship is that it

presents invariably, a dichotomy,
It is because this relationship is

not an integrated and balanced

one, that the students often feel

estranged, unable to identify
with the tutor, the lecturer, or

other students and thus unwill

ing to
participate,

or feel that

what they are doing is irrelevant.

Because the situation is dichoto

mous the teacher, because he is

payed to teach, is forced to be

come the dominant figure, thus

widening the gap between teacher

and students, and creating the

'oppressive' situation. This rela

tionship, to escape these de

humanising and anti-educational

situations, must become less

restrictive and less inhuman: Can

this be done only on a person to

person basis?

One of the tangible things
that make these situations con

trived and restrictive is evalua

tion. The- essays and assignments
are handed down by the academic

staff, yet there is little or no dia

logue or conference with the stu

dents about the reading, thinking
and writing they are obliged to

do. The majority of discussion

centers around what the answer

is to be, vet what the question is

to be involves usually only one

academic's decision and passive

acceptance by the students.

Among students this fulfilling

of a given assignment or 'work'

as it is called, seems to involve

two junctures: the meaningful
and the not meaningful. It is

sometimes the case that a stu

dent's interests coincide with an

assignment and he or she pursues
the subject

as far as his or her

interests extend. This is the

meaningful stage. What follows
however is too often not mean

. ingful. The student has then to

expand or contract, into acade

mically digestible portions, his

'learning'. It is then assessed by. a

member of the staff who some

times discusses with the student

the evaluation lie '.has given, after

he has given it. This feeling that

the compilation, evaluation and

subsequent grade, are most of

the time meaningless, is surely
a reflection on the meaningless
ness of the grading system. A

grading system of educational

achievement must be absurd

and fustrating if it is the result

of a society which attaches mat

erial benefits and economic gains

to what it thinks are the desirable

levels of education. If the evalua

tion is absurd and irrelevant (ie.

to the true nature of education)

then obviously the result of that

evaluation, the degree or the lack

of a degree, is just as absurd and

irrelevant.

The assessment system with all

its pressures seems then, to some

of us students, to be defeating the

purpose of, or taking the meaning
oiit of 'learning'. This evaluation

system, seen as an attribute of the

wider economic and social system
is, because it is utilising education
for its economic and social needs
and disregarding what learning
means for the individual, an opp
ressing and de-humanising force.

Thirdly, courses and choices.

The feeling among some students

about the courses they chose to

study seems to be — 'There is

some subject or area of study
that I am interested in and I

would like to continue with it.

I have, however, because of

degree unit requirements, to take

courses that I am not particular

ly interested in. What I dislike

about every one of. my subjects
is the lack of room there is for

originality. Also, there is little

room for us, the students, to in

fluence our courses or instruemnt

curricular ideas that we think

would be meaningful and interes

ting'. The recurring feeling of

frustration and restriction is

obvious in these words. If our

education is not a matter of free

choice, at the university level at

least, then what we have, and

call, an educational system, must

surely be questioned seriously
on

moral grounds.
The point is, I think that stu

dents are being channelled into

areas that have little or no inter
est for them, at the expense of

their 'real' interests, which they
somehow feel are not able to be

accommodated into the system;
or these interests are too

'contemporary' or unorthadox

to be subjects or serious study.
Evidence of this fact is the

dichotomy between curriculur

and extra-curriculur activities.

The university degree course

does not try to encompass, and
cannot encompass as it exists

now, the real and wide-ranging
interests of the student. Cons

equently the student either has

to adapt his interests to the

system, with inevitably frustra

ting results, or reject the system. f

The students are aware of the
'j

'evils' of the educational system 1

just as much as they are aware

of the 'evils' of government, yet
the amount of activity directed

against the faults of the educa

tional system is negligable com

pared with that directed against
what they see to be the faults or i

inconsistencies of government. I

Why is this? The educational 1

system is no more a formidable
j

enemy than the government
j

administration and bureaucracy
is only one facet of that govern
ment. Perhaps it is because the

educational machinery is self

perpetuating, and consciously
or not, produces people that care

little about, or see no point in,

ridding the system of these

faults. But surely every student

in a university who is critically
i

aware of where the educational i

process falls down, will feel an
f

obligation to articulate his
j

opposition to that which is, in

the system, hypocritical, opp
ressive and inhumane, simply
because the human consequences
of these 'evils' are so tragic. The

obligation is the student's as well

because it is he or she that is the

product and perpetuator of the
educational system. The student

is simultaneously the hunter and
the hunted.

Finally then, the 'evils' of the

educational system are extant

and obvious, some students and

academics are aware of them, the

resources for reform (of a mean

ingful and radical kind) are there
to be used as much as we can, and

the intellectual ability
to propose

a humane, human, nonauthorita

rian based, and meaningfully
educational learning situation, is

certainly not lacking.
The students must feel an

obligation
to enter this discuss

ion and they must feel an obliga
tion to take up that which they
have only talked about. This is

written in hope and anticipation
that we will take up constructive

reform or rational educational

revolution, rather than negative

criticism, which inevitably leads
to fustration and finally apathy.

Philip Mead

1st year Arts
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Vietnam- a feminist view...

The politics of rape
This speech was given on May
6th at a large anti-war rally in

Boston.
I am speaking today about

the politics of rape. There is

a national phenomenon in this
'

country that promotes myths
about sex and. violence that are

recreated in imperialist wars

against Third World countries.

Rape is an act of aggression in

which the victim is denied the

self-determination. It is an act

of violence which always carries

with it the threat of death. And

finally, rape is a form of mass

terrorism, for the victims of rape
are chosen indiscriminately,

but

our male dominated culture tells

us that it is women who cause

rape by being immoral or in the

wrong place at the wrong time —

in essence, by behaving as though
they were free.

For years the male theorists

of the anti-war movement have

spoken about the reasons Amer

ica is involved in Vietnam: the

imperialist search for profits in

the war in Vietnam, and the

American corporate need for a

war to maintain a stable domes

tic economy.
This analysis of the war, while

correct, has never gone far enough.
It has been unable to explain the

unprecendented sadism which is

the overriding characteristic of

this war. What is the rationale for

the obsession we find in the uni

versities, corporations, and mili

tary institutions of America with

increasingly hideous and perverse
methods of torture and death as

applied to the people of another
race and land.

Through the years, scientists

and professors have been invent

ing things like flechette pellets
—

tiny steel arrows with larger fins

at one end — which enter the

body enlarging the wound and

lodge in the blood vessels —

they're designed to shred the

internal organs; white phospho
rus, a more sophisticated version

of napalm, that usually has to

burn its way down to the bone

before going out. Or the area

denial program where they flood

whole areas with hundreds and

thousands of mines designed to

look like leaves or animal dropp
ings and to make the area totally

uninhabitable for humans. Thou
sands of square miles of territory

in Indochina are now flooded

with little mines which are

manufactured for the sole pur

pose of blowing off a foot. They

can't blow up a truck or anything
else; they are only designed to

make impossible human habita

tion. While white white-collar ,

boys sit in their labs inventing
these atrocities, the army rec

ruits from its male youth the

manpower to prove the potency
of its weaponry on the battle
field.

The result is Total War, prim
arily against the civilian popu
lation. The civilians are usually

the ones that are in and around

the villages; they can't keep on

the move all the time because

they have families and belongings
and homes. They1 are the ones

who signal the weapons, the ones

who are the main casualities.

A 23-month old baby is sense

lessly electro-shocked into uncon

sciousness.

Where in the American psyche
does this come from: these per
versions are the products of the

mentality of rape. The mentality
that produces the kind of war

they continue to fight starts at

home. Let's run down a few un

known facts about rape
— about

male sexual violence.

Susan Griffin in an article

called 'The Politics of Rape'
found that official crime statis

tics tell women that forcible rape
is the most frequently committ

ed crime in America.

Now let's once and for all

smash the white male propa

ganda that says most crimes of

rape are committed by black

men on white women. Histori

cally and statistically this is a

lie. Ninety per cent of all incid

ents of rape do not cross racial

lines. These crimes of sexual

violence are usually committed

by men against women of their

own race.
'

Another myth: the rapist is a

lonely creep who sees a woman

without male protection and is

suddenly overpowered by his

innate craving for sex. BULL

SHIT.

Eighty three per cent of rapes

by men in two's are premeditat
ed.

.... Ninety per cent of all group

rapes are premeditated.

Fifty eight per cent of single

rapes are premeditated. Rape is

not a crime of passion; it is an

act of aggression. An undeclared

war against women.

Another myth: that men who

rape women are pathological, as

distinct from your basic average
run of the mill' male. Amir's

study called 'Patterns in Forci

ble Rape' says men who rape are

not abnormal. Amir writes

'studies indicate that sex offen

ders do not constitute a unique
or psychopathological type; nor

are they as a group invariably
more disturbed than the control

groups to which they are com

pared'. Allen Taylor
— a parole

officer who lias worked with

rapists
in prisons facilities stated

the question in plainer language:
'Thosemen were the most nor

mal men there. They had a lot of

hangups, but they were the same

hangups that men walking out on

the street have'.

Let's
just examine two more

aspects of rape
—

keeping in

mind that all these things about

rape are symptoms of a male

dominated culture which feeds

on the combination of sex and

violence. The myth that some

men protect you and some men

rape you is false. First of all, the

rapist is an average man. But sec

ondly every man in this society

gets male benefits from the exis

tence of rape. These armchair

rapists have their potency and

masculinity vicariously
confirm

ed thru rape
— witness the num

ber of pages given over to violent

sex crimes in men's magazines.
Another way all men have

their power enhanced by rape is

the need they put into women

for protection
— the ancient

chivalry racket, men protecting
women from other men. It's not

unlike the protection relation

ship which the mafia established

with small businesses.

And finally, it is a fact that

the most excessive degrees of

violence occur in group rape. Far
from discouraging or curbing
violence upon women, the pres
ence of other men may in fact

encourage sadism and even cause

the behaviour. Men egg each oth

er on.

What does all this have to do

with Vietnam?

What starts as the socialiasa

tion of male sexual violence in

this culture is used by corporate
and military interests to train

a vicious, killing army
—

in the

labs, and on the battlefields. Ex

amples of the inseparability of

sex and violence in the male are

endless. In basic training the

following chant is used to teach

the distinction between a rifle

which is a weapon, and a gun,
which is a cock. 'This is my rifle,

this is my gun. One is for killing,

one is for fun'. With such train

ing it is not surprising that a

major in Vietnam is quoted as

saying 'Don't let the news media

fool you. These kids are maybe
18 or 19 — but they are beauti
ful killers —just beautiful'.

What is routine conduct at

home is routine conduct abroad.

Acts of male domination and

violence are the cornerstones of

society in the US. Here in the

States we are torn with conflicts

of race, class and sex. When we

transport these conflicts overseas

they show up in the army, in the

highest echelons of the Thieu

government, and in the destruc

tion of culture in Saigon. And

underpinning it all is the assump
tion of America's absolute right
to rule where America will.

The passion with which we

perpetuate this war: war crimes

no longer war crimes but geno
cide; violence promoted to con

tain a war we have no hope of

winning.

How else to explain this but

by understanding the phenomena
of male sexual violence in West

ern culture. Germany in 1944

and 1945 was without hope of

winning the war but nonetheless
went on building bigger ovens

and crueler technologies to des

troy with..

It cannot be stated too stron

gly that the crimes of violence
we have been shocked by in

Vietnam can only have been
created at home in the US in a

country which trains young men

from birth to connect violence
with sex. Ann Froines has writ
ten a popular culture — magazines,
movies, books - in South Viet
nam now promotes a model
soldier stripped of all human
values or political understanding.
He never talks about Vietnam in

patriotic terms. He kills to sur

vive. then seeks pleasure after

ward's through sex. An integral

part of this culture in the glorifi
cation of American 'Natural
instincts': sex, violence and the
desire for money.

In a revolutionary society
violence and domination are not

what holds life together. In

China or North Vietnam the

whole society is being geared to

create human values based on

love and
sharing

—

not based on

greed and violence.

On May 8th, Nixon announ

ced he had mined 7 harbours in

North' Vietnam, risking confron
tations with the Soviet Union
and China to preserve 'American
Honor'.

I.F. Stone said last week there

is a possibility Nixon would fin

ally use nuclear weapons to blow
Vietnam to bits rather than be

caught with his pants down at

the Moscow summit conlercnce:

Genocide of a whole people in

order to-savc male face. This is

the height of war insanity.
We arc faced with an impera

tive. Without a feminist analysis
we will never confront some of

the deepest motivations behind
the waging of aggressive wars.

The same men and power
structure who victimise women ?

arc engaged in the act of raping
Vietnam, raping black people,
and the very earth we live on.

Rape is a classic act of domina
tion where the emotions of hat

red, contempt, and the desire to

break or violate personality takes

place. This breaking of the per
sonality characterises modern
life itself. No simple reforms can

eliminate rape.

As the symbolic expression
of the white male hierarchy, rape
is the ultimate act of our civilisa:

tion, one which, as Valerie

Solanis warnes, 'is in danger of

humping itself to death'.

This speech was written by
Lesbian Feminists. Hollibaugh,
von Bretzel, Crichton, Lindbloom.

Gay Sunshine.

You're as good as you ever were, Maud.....:

Our very own Kirsty McEwin presents

(for your entertainment)

SEE YOUR LOCAL PLANET FIRST

(or)

HOW I BEAT THE DRAFT WITH AUS

well you see there i was

flapping my arms in the

sun and minding my own

business when this cool

cat sidles up to me and

says if you must put that

travel crap in here at least

make it dynamic, but i

mean to say we all know

that travelling with aus

is dynamic dont we? its

so damn cheap its gotta be

doesnt it? like the only

thing cheaper is flapping

you r your arms and

thats hard, so like i said

before the best way to

get lost this summer is

with aus. sidle down to

our very own on campus

t.o. any lunchtime and

grab the little blue book.

its got just everything

youd want to know in it

(love positions in turkey,

hash cookies in israel, how

i passed ecos 1). and

please hurry, mary moore

is just dying to see you.

and now i bring you some

of. the chance-of-a-lifetime

bargains (for all you lazy

sods) (returns): japan 570

hong kong 427; london

618; europe 618; israel

549; ussr/europe 998;s.e.

asian tours (comprehensuve

860; usa 507; n.z. 127;

pacific cruises 249-31 2;

and next week i bring you

an exclusive report on how

to flap your arms and

still pass ecos 1 .

ts*
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The Opera Group

Handel's Original Orchestration

Chorus in Five Parts

Stylish Production using Modern Techniques

PLAYHOUSE

14, 15, 16 September, at 8.15pm.

Tickets S3. 00, groups of ten $2.60, students $1.60

Bookings: Canberra Theatre and Bourchiers

AUS FRIENDLY SOCIETY Medical & Hospital
Benefits. Rates:$28.20 p. a.

Joining period from now until

30th September 1972. Enquiries: SRC Office

The Cultural Affairs committee wishes to advise you of

the following attractions to be staged during 3rd term.

Sunday, September 24th, 8.00pm Bruce Hall. C.A.C.

concerts on campus presents 'The Canberra Wind Players'

including David Shephard and Margaret Crawford per

forming Mozart's Serenades Nos. 11 and 12 and Vivaldi's

Concerto in G minor.

Admission is by programme at a cost of 80 cents for

students and $1.50 for others.

C.A.C. has been able to arrange a free lunchtime concert

by Don Burrows and his quartet to be held on Wed

nesday 27th September on the steps of the S.G.S.

(Chifley) library at 12.45pm and, if the weather proves

inclement, at 1.10pm in the Copland Lecture theatre.

Synchronos '72, an exciting audio visual concert created

by Don Banks and Stan Ostoja Kotkowski and featuring

Don and Stan, Larry Sitsky. Don- Burrows and his

quartet, Don Hollier, John Crocker and Musicians from
the Canberra School of Music will be staged in Melville
Hall

the Canberra Schod-l of Music will be staged in

Melville Hall, A.N.U., from 26-30 September. -

Tickets are $3.50 for adults and $1.50 for students

and are available from the Union Shop, Bourchiers

and Tuff ins.

C.A.C. Concerts on campus presents Steve Dunstan —

a major Australian electronic music creator and

instrument designer
— in an Experimental electronic

music concert, Hayden Allen Tank, Friday 22nd

September at 8.00pm. Admission 50 cents.

PRESIDENTAL ELECTIONS

Any financial member of the A.N.U. Students' Association is

eligible to stand for election. The Electoral Regulations may be

perused at the S.R.C. Office.

The round of Candidate's Election Speeches will begin on

Monday 18th September:
18th Monday 1.00 Union Terrace,

7.00 Garran Hall J.C.R.,
19th Tuesday 7.00 Bruce Hall Coffee Lounge,
20th Wednesday 7.00 Bargmann College Common Room,
21st Thursday ,,7.00 John XXIII College Common Room,
22nd Friday 7.00 Ursula College Common Room.

Elections will commence on Monday 25th September and will

close at 9.00pm on Friday 29th September.
Students will be required to present their student cards when

voting. All undergraduate students are eligible to vote.

Any information required regarding these elections should
be obtained from the Returning Officers C/- S.R.C. Office.

fU

Part time study

Pissed right off
In an exquisite display of cliche politics, the ANU Council,
at its last meeting, snuffed out any remaining hope of part
time students of this University receiving the educational

recognition they deserve. It was perfectly clear that the

Council, in both attitude and resolution, regarded part
timei study at this University as a non-issue. To prove it,

the council put its mouth where its money was, didn't say

much, and, with a drill reflex, moulded people to a budget.

The malignant coalition of

elitism and economic exped
iency which has marred the

administration of Australia's

tertiary educational centres

has struck new roots at the
ANU. This has been done

in the face of educational

criteria that explicitly justify
the contrary. The Professor

Gibb lobby has finally won.

Before the Council on July
14 was a report (1463B)/

1972 from its own education

committee. The report was

the after-effect of almost two

years of
clap-trap philosophy

and hanky-panky over the

results of an extensive survey
into

part-time study and

students completed in 1968.
It was conducted at the ANU

by the Education and Research
Unit. As there had been for

so long a division of thought
among academics at Auslr

ralian Universities, and a

general lack of knowledge
in the entire area of part
time study, the ERU survey
was bound to be a revolutionary
piece of work.

The politics of its initiation

undoubtedly lay in the hope
that part-time students would

be found to be poor academic

material, occupying places in the

ANU that- could be better

allocated to full-time students.

This would be more in line

with ANU's self-indulgent,

prestigious image. Propped
with the right sort of research

data, more impetus could be

given to the extension of an

existing policy disfavouring
the part-timer

-

away with all pests! Skull

duggery set in, however, when

it became obvious that the

survey was going to backfire.

Professor Gibb, a bludgeoning

ANU politician, initiated the

survey as Chairman of the

Board of the School after he

and the Academic Registrar,

Mr Plowman, had returned

from a befuddled conference

on part-time study at Queen

sland University in 1967.

Professor Gibb has consistently
advocated the elimination of

part-time students from the

ANU.

Mr Anderson, head of the

ERU and directly responsible
for the implementation of the

survey, was no match for the

fat-fisted, underhand tactics

that nursed the 'results' through
to the Council table this

year.

The part-time student is a

significant percentage of the

undergraduate population.

The survey revealed that, on

the whole, they were acad

emically comparable to, if

not better than, the full-time

student. This was mainly due

\

to the fact that the part-time
student was generally older
and more mature than the

full-time student. As a

consequence of this and

other contingent factors

(e.g. economic and legal

constraints, offspring, em

ployment), the part-time
student was differently

motivated and therefore ill

adapted to an educational

environment geared to the

full-time student.

This situation resulted in an

incredibly high withdrawal

rate from courses by part
time students, and constit

uted an alienation of a section

of the community from its

own educational institutions.

The results of the survey

were compiled finally into

a 260 page (quarto) report,

with the raw data as an

additional supplement of

40 pages.

This final draft was sent in

an obsequious fashion to

several academics on campus.
Professor Gibb was one of

these and he wrote on the

final draft in reply , 'My
reading of the draft report
has not been sufficiently

detailed to offer comments

on accuracy or style. I will

confine myself to some

broad issues.. .My first broad

comment is that there is

considerable- bias in favour of

part-time students. This is

not a bad thing in itself,

since so many of us who

teach have a bias in the other ?

direction. However, the

recommendations stem more

from this bias than from the

support lent them by the

facts, and I believe they

require modification if they
are not to be roundly
attacked.'

Professor Gibb also offered

'It is my view, however, that
it is in need of editing, and

I'd like to see it very con

siderably reduced in size.'

Anderson took both the

threat and the bait in one

gulp. The final draft was

reduced not only in size,

but to an incoherent 'literal'

castration of the original

work. The perspective of

the final draft was lost. Also

significant material was

grossly abbreviated such

that it embarrassed
the researchers, Butterfield and

Kane. It was this abbreviated

report that was published as

an official document on the

outcome of the survey. This,

of course, matched Gibb's

premeditated intention.

Taking such garbled verbage

to the Board of the School,

Gibb was able to solicit from

it endorsement of that famous

document, 4695A — a

dossier on witless professorial

solidarity. Under the pretence
of commenting on the pub
lished survey report, 4695A

stands as a Gibb manoevre

to discredit the survey, and

argued for his own misguided

convictions.

In delayed defence, Anderson

resorted to writing a letter to

the Vice-Chancellor, strongly

protesting against the ill

informed action of the Board.

This was the most overt

admission of what Anderson

himself repeatedly denied —

/the incomprehensible and

inaccurate nature of the ,

published report. The foll

owing statements prefixed
the guts of Anderson's memo

that dissected the Board's

report. 'This sentence

requires specific reference;

as it stands it simply serves

to discredit' ... 'This statement

is misleading' ... 'The final |
sentence in the paragraph is 1

ambiguous' ... 'This paragraph' 1

would seem to imply the in

validity of a large area of

psychological research' ...

'Alleging lack of professional

objectivity seems to be the

intention' ... 'These paragraphs
seem to me to lack relevance'

... 'A serious distortion of

what is written'.

The memo, together with the

Board document and the pub
lished survey report went

before University Council on

March 12, 1971. To avoid
the embarrassment of refer

eeing a confrontation between

Gibb, in one corner, and

Anderson up the other,

Chancellor Coombs penalized

the entire issue by referring

it to the Education Committee.

Although it had every excuse I

to think and do something,
the Education Committee

mindlessly wallowed in a

plethora of submissions and

propaganda.

The Students' Association

argued to the Committee

that because of the inadequacy
of the published survey report

responsible policy -making
bodies must seek additional

evidence and interpretations

of results by unsatisfactory

alternatives. For those areas

of the. survey grossly abb

reviated in the published

report, such alternatives were

void.

However, what was needed

by policy-making bodies

concerned with part-time

students was not the piece- _

meal collection of data

presented in the published

survey report, or the piece
meal outcome of alternative

means, but a coherent per

spective of the survey

evidence compiled by those

competent to do so.

The Part-time Students'

Association, in ratifying

the Students' Association

submission, suggested to

the Committee that its

members and, indeed, the
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University as a whole, had
been denied the opportunity
of fully assessing the con

sequences of all the possible

proposals consistent with the

findings of the survey.

Their statement read: 'Each

possibility, accompanied with

the recommendations and

philosophy to which it sub

scribes, should then be

referred to the University
community for comments,

suggestions and ideas.'

In an attempt to overcome

the inertia of the Education

Committee, Academic Registrar
Plowman compiled a doc

umented history of the part
time affair. Set out neatly in

point form were: —

Terms of
reference, meetings

held, documents received,

Droblems and possible sol

utions, views of the Committee

possible arrangements (full or

substantial integration full or
'

substantial separation and

independence, an intermediate

arrangement - the best of

both worlds?), conclusions

and recommendations.

The Committee accepted this

orientation without any sub

stantial amendment. However,
at the direction Of the Vice

Chancellor, it was decided to

drop any reference to a 'centre

for part-time studies'. It was

feared by him, and accepted
'

by the Committee, that a

'centre' might have connotations

that would imply budgetary
allocations they weren't

prepared to make. Let me

put that another way (sic) —

part-time students have been

pissed right off.

The report that the Education

Committee finally tabled at

Council on 14th July was

predictably spineless and of

no value at all to anyone.
The Vice-Chancel lor finally

destroying his credibility,

oiled the report through

Council. The Vice-Chancellor

referred to the University's

'benefit' from the advice of

the former Pro-Chancellor,

Mr Justice Eggleston, (who
chaired the Education Comm

ittee), and from discussions

with the Public Service Board.

He then told the Council

that general facilities should

be improved within the

existing framework for /

part-time students -

'Rather than attempting
to segregate part-timers in

separate colleges.'

Mr Anderson, in an interview

with Woroni in 1971 admitted

. that there were a number of

improvements that could be

made within the existing

arrangement to facicitate part
time study. He did, however,
stress an urgent need for this

university to adopt a radical

new approach to the education

of mature persons in employment.

The resolutions accepted by
Council on the advice of the
Education Committee are

pathetic in their attempt to

realize any meaningful

improvement within the full

time structure. They totally

lack relevance to the results

of the survey or to the

radical innovations

Anderson envisaged.

It seems incredible that the

University should undertake

expensive research and do

its utmost to avoid facing
the results. The outcome of
the part-time survey is of

immense social value. So few

people at the ANU seem genuir
ely concerned with the wider

issue of the availability of

research results.

The Council proposes to

appoint a counsellor/ ad

viser and a secretary to

interview prospective and
new part-time students

throughout their first

year. The survey clearly

indicates that part-time
student problems have

nothing whatsoever to do

with counselling or ad

vising.

Their problems lie in the

present academic envir

onment of the ANU and

no amount of interview

ing will solve this.

The counsellor/adviser is

also expected to consult

with administration and

academic departments on

'problems that become

apparent'. This assumes

that such problems are

unknown. A great bulk of

the survey ( which includ

ed relevant information

collected from overseas)

is devoted to identifying

these problems. It is al

ready known what action

is appropriate to their

solution.

What chance has this

counsellor/adviser , in

a context of hostility

and ignorance toward

the part-timer at ANU,
to arrange 'in cooperat

ion with academic depart

ments, vocation and week

end courses initially in

units with a high proport
ion of part-time enrolment's?

Another of his duties is to

arrange for an investig
ation of study methods

appropriate to part-time
students. Study methods
were extensively surveyed
by the ERU. This was

one section in the final

draft that was grossly ab
breviated. In addition to

this, Macquarie University
has been engaged in an

action research program on

study methods appropriate
to part-time and mature

age students for about 4

years. The ANU needs to

act on this existing inform

ation not duplicate it.

Etc., etc...etc., etc., etc., etc.,

etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.

Ps. Why, or on what evidence,
is 35% chosen as the alarm

figure relating to the part
time proportion of the under

graduate population?

It is quite obvious that the

University Council is so fuck

witted that it cannot be

trusted to look after the

interests of the part-time

students!

As interest in part-time

study is beginning to arise

on campuses elsewhere,
Woroni has acquired a copy

of the 260 page final survey
draft together with the

tabulated raw data. Armed

with this information and

with the aid of AUS to re

produce this material, an

attempt will be made to

counter the political leth

argy seen on this campus.

John Reid

fsTOP PRESS:

Earlier this evening, this whole edition of Woroni was ser

iously endangered wten Richard Refshauge DROPPED the
IBM composer. Amidst much confusion and general may
hem, with 9cenes unlikely to be observed in the SRC office

again - can you imagine Di Riddell weeping unconsoledly
over her desk, the. Editor fainted on the floor, Grimau danc
ing like a crazed fairy around the stunned figure of Richard -

vain attempts were made to correct the damage. Unfortun
ately nothing could be done.

? ? /

NEWS BRIEFS
It was no accident that AUS August Council was held .

under the George's presidium of 'Getcha gear off'. After
the finance report, the denuded delegates shuffled soul
fully into the bump'and'grind show. What we needed
this year was Alexandra the Great - 48'.

It is remarkable to note the simultaneous disappearance
from around the Union of Crackers Clayton and the
records of the Bush Week takings — which, you will

remember, were rather larger than usual... The Union is

the poorer for the loss of you both, Craig.

Refshauge's maternal ism finally brought reward at AUS

August Council — he won the affection of the more

infantile members of AUS who tugged at his weakness
for power and glory, forever and ever, amen.

While on Refshauge -

it is coincidental that during his
return from Melbourne, he was laid low at his lover's lair

where he recuperated for a week. Sadly his recuperation
was not complete, for on his return he was heard to
mutter The path of tru love never runs smooth':..

Professor Titterton, ANU's atomic powered maniac, gets
more on his Physical Sciences budget than the whole of
the SGS combined! It is interesting to note that Williams
hopes to find time during his forthcoming Vice

Chancellorship to do 'the odd bit of research'. Perhaps
they could both get together and find a cure for those
who suffer from atomic piles.

Jack (Bangladesh) Bhalla plugged himself in at the Electronics

Exhibition last week in a vain attempt to mix East with
West. With the most advanced technological aids on hand,
he attempted to transform his nugget complexion to Persil

white., in a colour TV console. The best effects came when
the fuses blew, transmitting a pale green Bhalla.

After being poisoned by one of the Union's prawn salads

last week, the Editor was zapped into stupidity by a

Phenergin shot. Cruelly laid low and in a weakened state,
the Fates struck again - this time in the form of the
dreaded CLAP!

At the Graduates for What conference, a sub-group
considered possible areas of employment that were as yet
untapped. The most interesting suggestions were prisons and
the police force. It would seem that they ignored the fact

that marly students have been gainfully self-employed in
these fields for some time now.

Mrs Andrew Podger has recently become the most eligible

'catch' of the season. After Duncan fear gripped the SRC,
husband Andrew transferred all of his hard-earned savings
- obtained in faithful service to the Department of Census

and Statistics - into his wife's account.

Meanwhile, Adelaide still remains silent after Woroni's

bombshell on the Duncan murder. The Adelaide pigs
threatened libel suits and the wowser Adelaide Press is

writing editorials on the 'irresponsibility' of student press.
Thank god we called in the Yard - now they can expect
a real balls-up*

The economics writer of the Adelaide Advertiser threat
ened to resign when a memo was circulated to his desk,
suggesting that he toe the Liberal Party line in all future
stories written by him. This raised a sweat on National U
Editor, Matthew Peacock, as he conjured visions of yet
another expose,.

A hot contender for the Editorship of National U was

none other than Adelaide's buxom Rosemary 0 'Grady.
Her policy statement placed her high on the short list.

The essence of her thinking was captured in one short
,

paragraph - 'I am politically inclined neither to the

Right nor to the Left. However, I would shun middle

of-the-road politics as being unresponsive.'

A.N. U. Students' Association.

The following positions need
filling:

Orientation Director 1973

Handbook Editor 1973

Cultural Affairs Officer

S.R.C. Treasurer

Apply to the S.R.C. Office

............


